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Wedneidervlifterwose, October 5, It/7
OPTIMISTS H0f4t1RED — The Murray Optimist Chirttst night honored' -
three of its members for their service to the club and the community. Left
to right Are Tommy Carraway vatitil4t.taresented with al4e MeMber.shiP; :-
Scott Seiber who was named Roidi tit thelea4,atel Mac fitts who was
honoted-akOptimist of the Year.
n
rived




WASHINGTON (62) -The Cost of
cooking and heating with gas is gong
- up, whatever a congressional
conference committee decides on the
-e-ontrOYertial- issue of federal irice,
- controls over the fuel.
'The Senate brake a lengthy-impasse
on 'Tuesday and vcited 5046 in fivor of
producers can charge for new gas.
Controls, first imposed 23 years ago,
would remain on offshore new gas for
five years.
The Hotise, in a-dote-Vote Of its-Or-n,- 
went along earlier with Carter's plan to
continue-natural gas:prim-contras. It
adopted the President'S suggested
deregulation of natural gas price& The ceiling of $1.75 per thousand cubic feet
overall billthen passed on aimice Vote. of newly discoVered gas'.
• It  was-the-most-,serimis-aetback- -to The. Preqiiiklk -speaking' . -through
Lap3iy cratilk..4?-_Poweili- teriliod- •
"I will not sign an iinfair bill," he In New York:to address the-. UnitedClub were Metalled at the club's annual -Nations GenereT:K.. 'seri*, tallier said- '
Despite the defeat for Carter, the -7:1-1PLikecis-die „conftreace:c9iiamitiee
HOTT BALTIMORE TO OPEN - Robes Johnson, director, instructs
characters frorn the play that will open Thursday night at the University
Theatre. L o right are Johnny Cannon, Barbara Kemper, Jana Jones, all of
Murray, amidteesh Hazel, Paris, Tenn. (Story On Page 11-A)




of the Calloway County Public Library,
held a training session for the
American Red Cross Volunteers who
will be operating the-Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Pat tray
Kathy Hodge, public relations and
instruction director for the hospital
opened the session by welcoming the
volunteers and acquainting them with
some of the hospital procedures. Mrs.
Janellopson, the hospital's director for
social services, was also present and
encouraged the volunteers to contact
her office at any time for any additional
information they might wish to have:-
Hospital Administrator,Stoart Pactia3
praised the volunteers, for their past
work in the hospital and their
cooperation in conducting the library
program. Poston also added that the.
OPtinilst 4,,
Li go program, and the., President the iadustrysupported Senate plan "an
StaffPbOtos by Gene McCutdbeon____
I
eait
In Ottr 98th ?ear 1Se Per Copy
RECEIVE AWARDS These three members of.the Murray Oplimist.Cluh
were honored at , the dob's annual installation banquet_ last night a
_ Kenlake HoteL Left to right are Red Howe. who was preitenled the Pas
Secretary's award, Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., who was presented the Past Presidtnt'
award, and incornirig president Mike Baker Who was presented-the
president's gavel
t 
Installs Officers • - - inunediately labeled the measure . •inlaw4keai? the wor.1011 PeaPle of this
New officerrot-theadiuTay •
llatinn_Banquet held at Kanlake M yr! es„-For- .ew Funds s atd:
••••`,- Accepting the totesident!s gavel froin •
A8LR_ _.FOET Local, school --tentative Rower - etrialization President 4-eongressional- supporters—will-aPProve thst-Pravlde#
• • •
amulets are finding myrii-d-uses-far allotments in the 197748 school year, locirsuperintendents would had a hard predicted that negotiations in a House- adequBte production incentives while
-1fire's 'how po*er ikluali4149.11-61-ds
to disagree, thedirector sal&
• help poorer districts catch up with the
districts which have more tax money
For education •Joc_al_schoOt districts
areas where property assessments_are
by ;would have tofrhav _higher, taxes'
than wealthy areas to generate enough
- miner to support quality education:
Some do, ptherstion't
The 1976 General Assembly' PaSsed a
power equalization --bill _ which
recognizes all children are entitled
to an -equal educational opportunity.
Taking -the wealthiest- county schOOl
- district - this year it's Fayette County
ati a -goal, • power equalization
Hotel Tuesday night. •
. outgoing club president Hoyt Cleaver,
_Jr, dra.s .new president Mike *Aar.—
Other officers installed were Tommy
Carraway and James Hooper, vice-.
presidents; -Ronnie Foster,
_. secretary-treasurer, Installed- as --
members of the board-of directors were
Gene McCutcheon, Jim -Iamb, David
Howell, David Travis,' Bill Rouse and
TomrnyrWalker-. • .
Installing the new officers was Bill
- Ford, regional Optimist It. governor
- 'and a-Member' of the IlitaYfieldOptirniit
Club.
Marshall County Judge Mike Miller
their first power equalizatiosiTants.
Theinoney wThrp-Wprosierty
a new high School in one county, an
expanded special- education program
"arid. better instrrictiritiar rnate,riats for
ariotliir school, distrila. It will
higher salaries_ for cafeteria. mita.
school janitors and bus drivers in other' -
counties, and will 'permit some school to
simply catch up on bills.
Both Murray Independent School
Eysterry and---CalloWay County School••
System are expected to getritter450,000`
according to. Kentucky Department of
-Bari-Cation.
The tentatilie p-O-wer equalization
allotment for Callinvij,, County is _
00,272, while Murray School, System_ is
expected toget $24-,103:
In areas where property assessnients
and-Or low school taxes add up to a little
-local -money -spread thinly- for-
educetion; power equalisation is
"blessing from heaven," according to k
director for local schooldistrict finance
for the Department 'of Education. Most
• was the glieet speaker for the banquet 
State Officials Meet
TO -Be-Ciesed - • .
Calloway. County arcult ranicCourt
- -crerromerminiv- selftii-
- afternoon_ _and all dqy Frirjay. in .
conjunction with a series of district.
Court system workshops at Murray
State University. _
- According to Frances Shea, Calloway
County circuit Court clerk, the purpose
- of closing the office will be "to enable
. Abe_ clerk and _deputies to .attend . the .
regional workshops being administered
by the Administrative Office of the
Courts in Frzukfort. This is for the
benefit of all circuit clerks, deputies
and other elected officials affected by
the-judicial change Jan. 1,1978."
“This-is one of three worksheops the
cote- clerk aficl deputies will be
required to ettent. between -now _and 
• Jan. 1," Mrs. Shea-said.:--
"It is hoped by attending these
'-nteetingthe-transfer into the court
--ilystern-odlLbesmoOth and the publie
_ will not_be inconvenienced by the
change," Mrs. -Shea said. The circuit
. clerek will assume the dutdes of the
• - district court in addition to circuitcourt
duties inJanuai7. .
"The circuit court Clerk's office W -ill
continue after Jan. -I tb1 &Weir
licenses, boat licenses, passports, ID
cards as-in the past," Mrs. Shea said.
"It should be noted that although the
circuit court clerk's office will be closed
Thursday afternoon road tests for
drivers licenses will be Riven Thursday
morning at 8 a.m. Those wanting to
the road test should be at the
clerk's office no later than 805 a.m.,"
Mrs. Shea said. She aimed that drivers'
tests will not be given Thursday
nftornnnn_. , ,
• C•
 StateDep.sti.tment ol.. rilsportaition pf_ficiaisure, reportedly
''''f-T-4Frankfort today', .fn-tai attempt to Work out a method of reestablishing
through traffic on Chestnut Street here. -
An aide to Gov.  Mien  Carroll, Gil Mitchell, told The Murray Ledger &
Tinies that Transpartation Secretary Calvin ,Grayan and dr.strictlhway-
engineer Robert Hodges were rrieeting today on the problem-,
Chestnut Street has been barricaded lo allow a contractor to construct a
pedestrian overpass and reroute the street under flkoyerpass.
Objections to the closing of the street have been raised locally by business
owners on Chestnut, students, and other residents of the community. - -
Several of the business owners-in the area have said that the closing of the
street has drastically cut the traffic in their stores and are fearful of the ef-
fect the closing will have on their businesses if the traffic remains cut off into
the Christmas buying season.
Funds For Straightening
a par with Fayet*eounty.
The ca is that tht-1977.3978/N5wer
grant of 11.04-Tnallas isLar
tom enough to bring all school &Millets
'up to this equal level. "It is enough,
_Wwever, for the State to-make up. to
each local district the difference
between What the first nickel of its tax
rate yields and what that nickel would.
yield in Fayette County,'' -explained the
director.
---The-.-proposettr- budget -- of-
Department of Education, which will be
up for approval by the 1978 General
Assembly, would raise that nickel to a
dime for the 1978-1979 school year and
-to fifteen cents for,the 1979-1980 school.
Senate conference committee' will protecting the interests of American
prodabe coMB-ifed'coritrOWI ti-fag-Mt _:--sccilisurnerf7 •
price. • In its lobbYing efforts on the natural
The conference • -committee is gas question, White House lObbyists•
•expected to begin work next week- on relied heavily an - a etingressional
bittF5trkgtE budget aftlee itharfaW-Vhich säid
Texas, and 
by Seim LloY.dB .elltoen74.: typical Plaathlit -hialill&hillS stioult-la •
rid James Pearson, 11-Kan., the from $42:80 in 1978 to '947.20 by 1986 -
--Senate plan would set the priee at $2.48- -under Garter'spairt.-------4----- -
for two years, then allow Deregulation would hike the Monthly
-the market place te'deleffnine what - re by 1985, the budget office slid.
year. Most local-school districts would
be on an even  oar if -that 'rak, were
raised to 20 cents, directbr said. .
--- • •- Tlle. department sof_ inikatia9,-._
ento n:S Curve poverty or wealth into the.--exactagainst-rea
_
'particularly high or kW grant does not
641 north of here may be replaced with some $30,000 in state funds. Highway mean that -pee is necessarily
a straight stretch of high-W.01611°1'ring - officials say chances of approving the • extremely poor' or-on• the borderline of
Kentucky Department of " final package "are good." being wealthy. The size of the grant is
Transportation action. .....!... _ _ ,_. ____ . _.„ ---------     __
- ' officials a State iures show 72 accidents at the figured 
on the basis of average daily
According to highway , attendanee records as well as -on
$300,000 application for special funds to lo‘ationimluding a fatality On May24. property assessments and school
straighten the curve stretch of highway Stewart indicated that, should the taxes.,,
should be approved this month. A grant be approved, action on
_redesigning the road should come 
Perhaps the only superintendents to
Purchase ' Area Development District complain about power equabization
approval came earlier this month. , Within two .years. Highway officials would be those whose school districts
The action comes ori the wake of all have labeled the stretch of highway a are already too wealthy to receive any
organized campaign to "straighten ": "high accident location." - ..nionej• at alL=L -P2yette County and the
the curve centering the Marshall Highway officials estimate up to four Independent school districts of
County Chamber of commerce. ` 10,000 vehicles-a-day travel the bu4 Southgate, Frankfort, Anchorage and
According to Bryan Stewart, stretch of highway. U.S. 641 north of the Beechwood. Pulaski did not receive a
assistant engineer with the district . -curve intersects with another busy grant because that district does not
Bureau'of Highways office at ReiMand,highway,  •• U.S. 68. levy a local tax ME education, the
the $300,090 liPPlicallce... will 011411. -Staid-tractor trailers have often- spokesmen said.
4•4
PEOPLE POWERED VEHICLE RAFFLE KICK-OFF - The people powered
vehicle raffle, sponsored by the - Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, began under the goal post of the Calloway County High
School Football Field. The verikle has been donated by Dennis-cut and
Hunt Sporting Goods. The winning name will begirawn during the Kappa
Haunted House which will be held October 18-20 at the Carmen Livestock
Pavillion. The proceeds framihe haunted house and the raffle will be
donated to the Calloway County football program, the Community
_ Holco tan Outiand, head football coach, Polly Hohman. Dr. tack Rose, teinPeratures
-.--
period - Opinion Page
ndent Q1 cAllovY,Y.c,0810. SOPpis and Deltis tor.0...az.KneLtling • -poti 
LIU and sports
etteantlahliaMPereljeffer
Wady, hatf back and 'Howaicl Cadald, tackie, for thte akers. Mrs.
- "jackknifed" on the curve. In one such
accident last year a semi jackknifed
and turned over on its-aide completely
across. the highway. Traffic bottle-
necked for the better part of four hours
while crews worked to remove the
wreckage.
' Marshall County School System is
expected to get $76,080 in power-
equalization funds, while Craves
County School System is expected to
receive $67,519 and Mayffield
independent school district is slated to
get $49,756.
inside today 
'Two Sections - 24 Pages
• - Ever wonder what You can buy at be Murray Trade
Day Flea Market? A photo feature in today's issue shows
some of the -things spotted at the first:of-the-month trade
day in Murray Monday. Turn to Page 1-B in today's issue.
tharice of showers
Partly cloudy _with alight
chance of shilararri and
thundershowers today, agding
tonight. High today in the uppers
60s to, low Zflo..10* tonight-in the
low _anitifaid -401.. Mostly_ininny-
and a little cooler Thursday, high






Dear Abby. , 2-A
Deaths & Funerals - 11-A
Horoscope 9-B
Inside Report
--k-'11—ciattcgr-lerarrtiehein-inrruirt---hocalficene-thTheatre and e-Murray-High liana: Nanding tengitt are "nro
amounts ves.civra by each Veil sciflool
BENTON — -What  Marshall  __Alather_sogle-A27-0,000--lo-ledeol--clistaie4o. "Beeouseadists4eireceiveds
Countians call the "S Curve" on U.S. Highway Administration money plus
5-A




olcomb, Mrs Holman and Mrs. Jordan are Haunted House co-chalinfcr..
nolo' feen4 IL Gordon
- -4
pitat Libra
Red 'Cross Volunteers made the
patients and visitors of the hospital
happy and he was pleased to have them
in this new capacity :and library
workers.
.. __Mrs. Trevathan told the volunteers
that this branch of the public library -
was-one of the most important phases of
the library program. She added that the
patientS visited by the volunteers would.
benefit greatly from _ the one-to-one
contact and the reading material
available to-them. •
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive
director of the Calloway County Red
Cross was also present along with the
library velcateeear4rene Curry, Karen= -4-
•Conoleyr Wilma Wilson, Mabel
Gallagher, Sarah Horner, Dorothy -
Kernel', Gladys Koca, and Pat.
*Winchester.
, REDCROSS LIBRARY- VOLUNTEERS TRAINING SESSION - Margaret
Irevathan ' of the Callaway r 9unty Public 
acquaints the Red Cross Volunteers with the Bbilry program established at
the Murray-Calloway County,fospital. From left are Kathy Hodge, directni
• at poblIc-reiztiorry itrus1lanimr




1977 by The Ch.cago I'*uie NY News Syncl Inc
DEAR ABBY: Ina recent column, you printed a letter,
from a per:on with heart troubfe, diabetes, etc. He said he
-gut dirty looks from people because, he didn't look ,
-handicapped but parked in. areas marked -reserved:for:0#, -
_handicapped" so that he wouldn't need to walk reat
'distances. ' • •
--WS lucky he didn't t,s, ticketed or have his car towed
tfWay! '
In California, all a handicapped person needs is a letter
'from his doctor, and the Department-of-Motor-Vehicles will
- give him special plates that entitle him to park 'in areas
marked -reserved for Ole han,dicappecr_He may also park
parking meters free. -' -
One argument against these plates-is-that muggers tend
to spot victims by their cars and Itiy in wait for them. So
for those who feel threatened, placards that can be
hh rsk-"i.ei5hborhooda-•
-  •
Please print my letter because niany handicapped
people may not know this, and your eofumn would be a
good place to publicize it.' '_ _
• -- :-=-STNNIN SACTO
- -DEAR STAN: Thanke'Co' you-and to the' (Airs 'Who
wrote. Most al*, cs provide ,specie,,,plates arget. foe the,_:,
handicapped., but the Jaws and penalties for violations
differ from_stete ,fo State, so I urge those with handicaps
(visible and otherwise) to inquire at their local D.M.V.
arrieiteorban&cap-Pect children may also apply for -
special plate's aiid plaCards: _ ,
DEAR, ABBY:•Thought maybe you'd like to'see all iterfr -
that-appeared in the-REGISTER,GUARD, a-newspaper- in - 
-----Eugene, Ore., -that carries your column: .111111k
' "In her coltitnn the otherday, Dear AbBy talked aboilt- '. , . 
_. sexissiin in the weather.. HukricanBiLare- named_ for girls in_ . .. , - Alr. and Mrs.' Jern. Don'Fox
alphabetical order. The Aire first usually has a name like -
Abby, followed by Bertha. -Debbie, Emma, Fern, 
Miss Sherial Marie Hannon,- altar she paused to,hand her
and So on throzgh Zelda. •--. - 
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Roy- mother a tong itemmeeted
Griselda, Hattie
"It would be lioSiible to Milne. thern fOi boys: Abner, 
- -Allen Harmon, 1606 Sycamore rose and' after 'the ceremony
Buster, Chuck, Darivin, Ed-, Fred, Geoffrey, Hank, Isadore _ Street, Murray, was married she presented 
one to ler new
and on. through -Zaehary. - , to Jerry Don Fox, son Of Mr. mother-in-law.
ut.thestde.of the seses_would cool off_if /be names_ and, Mrs., Prince Fox, -Fourth The bride was lovely in her
were devoid ofgender. Try adversity, brutality, calamity , Street:. Murray, on formal' „town - of white
-=:destructibility, emergency, fitfully, grisly., and on through August 19, at the Seventh and sheerganga featuring a fitted
zowiet" — ' ' - ' Po Church of Christ. bLdice a scoo neeklipe
- ___ _____, candlelight mammy , oil& in 
Chan yVee and 1Vir. and Mrs. Prince Fox,
--- _
sprinkled with &testi -pearls. parents of the groan, were tlie
_ DEAR FAN: I don't object to having a hurricane named was performed by  Bro. Jolui The full bishop sleeves were ...hosts for a lovely. rehearsal- after me ...Especially since alphabetically Abbyis alw y - Dale. A program Of 'vOcal
..„.........,...„..4„....i......„- -  - ,....r.:=7.4.1 .c was __va.esented with fashioned with a center._ panel duper' held at the Triangle Inn. . A
nation boutonnieres.
For her daughter's weciding,r,
Mrs. Harmon chose to Wear a .
floor length chiffon gown of
pale yellow. The groom's -
mother-wore, a floor length
antique Um* dress trimmed
in lace. their corsages were of
yellow carnations_ and yellow
roses with baby's breath.
* 'Mrs' Mabel Fuqua, the only
living grandmother of the
groom, was attired in a blue ,
dress with a coverlet of pale
blue lace. She wail presented a
coraege of carnations.
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
.The table was covered with
a yellOw.ikncrerlay with lade
and centered with an
arrangement of wbile r_u_
yellow carnations,' white
gladioli, leatherleaf, and
gypsophilia with white can-
dles. The. corners and center
of the table's edge were also
decorated.. _
Serving at the reception •
table were Mrs. HawleyBucy,
Mrs. Joe Smith, Mrs. Larry
Smith, and Miss Lagena
ames, who all had ebitSageS
of yellow and white daisies.
Aiii_Sarah Barnes, niece Of
the bride, kept ,the register at
the table re.nto scith_a_buct,
ruse holding white and yellow
margarite daisies. She also
had yellow and white daisy
corsase, , •
The'couple left for a short
wedding trip and are now
-residing 80608 College Farm
Road, Murray.
Our of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Jason -Tanton;
Royal Oak, Mich., Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Barnes and
daughter, Sarah, Livonia,





Everyone has a problem. What's yours' For a personal selecthmi Ineltsling "MY °wil fronlatceOfMthoere lal-lince 1e skirt and p6arrtin ofy and theirfarnthetli e.s. 
wedding
reply, writs to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. True
- Lrive,'_'_- "Sunrise- - •
Enclose staMped, self-addressed envelope please. 
sunset." and ,rnaere /a/ - encircled the hemline and 
h 
43ve_,.,
chapel train.- Completing the
The•altar of the- ehurc was blatching lace
centered with the fifteen -
ensem 
e was a m 
branch brass arch can- 
cap and full length mantilla
delabrum decorated with ivy. 
veil.
Basket arrangements of 
She carried a cascade
'mixed-flowers inching-white bouquet of -while PiliC•I.Car-
" and yellow carnations, 
nations, ivy, yellow ilatsies, -
encircled
gladioli yellow football and 
baby's breath ed.,
mums, white daisy poms, and with 
white lace backing. The
gypsophiliaxx were used on bride 
'had the traditional
each side ,of the candelabrum 
sixpence in her shoe.
The unity -candle was in the The bride 
chose her sister,
Mrs. Patricia Ann Barnes, as .
center of the altar. The family   -.' -"-
pews were marked with ivory n`r v...,uiy attendant' She 
was 
:—
attired in a pale yellow chiffon'—"-
dress with a flowing yellow - -
Bride's Dress capelet sprinkled with sequins •
- The bride was escorted to and yellow lice worn over the
__the altar by her father and dress. Her head piece was a
: given in -marriage bY 'her pale golden flower with a
ak parents. On her way to the small veil attached'and lined
with four streamers. She
Ends Tanite
"The People That
Time Forgot" (PG) 'CO
41hlire
- VISIT SMOKIES
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper




Jerry Don Tucker of
Kirksey Route One was





from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Patty Goldman,
of Murray.
BEAUTYSAtor






Suzette Vaughn - Owner & Operator
Edith Sledd - Operator
 Rita.Smith
(Formerry fullon's BP'duh Rotique)
carried a nosegay of yellow
Margarite daisies with baby's
breath, leatherleaf, and pale
yellow bow and streamers. -
Attending the groom as best
man was his stepfather,
Prince Fox of Murray. The
ushers were Ralph Barnes,
Jr., brother-in-law of the
bride, Detroit, Mich., and
Gary bon Nance, cousin of the
bride, Murray. The groom and
attendants were attired in •
black Mark IV tuxedoes. The
groom wore a boutonniere of a
white carnation with baby's 
-Tread) and leatherleaf tip. The




There* are many factors
to. consider when purchas-
ing a new refrigerator in
order to select the one that
suits the 'family best I ,,n-
derations arei.
I. Size of the family
t. Shopping habits
. The size of •tc..refrigerator
is measured in
A family. of- two Should
haye a refr4erator with a
capacity of at least10 cubic -
feet of refrigerator space,
with an extra cubic foot for
each additional member. It -
is wise to allow additional
refrigeTalsit —I-pace- al leact
shopping is .done weekly, -or •
- if there-,* e_great deal 
entettaintle done. Sitrce -
depelid more and more on
---the---retrigerater-, it-,-ts













Rob Ray. Mrs.. Walt ,Werion and !ifri We6,Purdarn„ Jr"
mãIekd'lkt'on Hal oil tesf:ë' and Daitiarat The llotidaylan.—Friday-
- -   -
Every Friday From E.? to .1 O'Clocit
- • ;It -
tiokday- Inn Dining Rood;
Featuring
,The Mademoiselle Shopn„„ nom n Vorroy
rs feel softErand less irrirating
on your family's sore noses than any
otherAissue. And the most economical
-way-to-buy Puffs is to stook -r witiv—z1
Puffs Family Pack.
Clicrtins coupdn today anctsave-4
on two boxes of Puffs, the softest
tissue you can buy. And letPuffs soften
Hthetiltintym bildgerarvielt
your sore nose,
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE
SAVE 70
WHEN -YOU BUY TWO BOXES OF
-...10.1114CONANIEM CAUTION' Doo I oN
.y heel 
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1.-- _?,11,61 341-3111.101,1801/4,11 LEDGER L TIMES, Wednesday, October S, 1977
- - -iViethiesdayi-Oelohe? 5
...1.---rat - -. - -----•--. -- .
FAMeg...c.911 FiUnile of
-4-14tiooece-i _-W,_._ . Will sing at
: -Calvary Temple Pentecostal
- 
"- 
- Thursday, October II Fr-Ida), October 7
• ----.— '' ' .-- Ilaptlitt Wornen, aptist Demonstration in preserv- Golden Age Club will have
Young Women and Acteetts0f ing the summer harvest and a potluck luncheon at noon at
Cherry Corner- Church -wilLorturs from the fall hunt will be social hall of First United
, meetrat-seven-pa L-oosk:Empire farm .Land Bet- Methodist Church with
- -,, - - - • -ween the Laitea; 'from nine program on surnmer travels
-nine Baptist ' Church' all, to four pan,
mission . groups Will ' meet at ... -. • , 
by club members who will
—.4- seven-p.m. at theolutbeiL-••_ --. *dray: *eines- of the -trill-  -
show slides on. theft western
- Mode will meet at eight p.m. . , •
- at the lodge hall. 
_
Meeting at South Pleasant . Lake Area-Singles Group
Grgrvehe United'jic -. M. ethed_ !at_ : lAnie-r e-a-p Diabetes. Club -willAri erlievecati Leligion- dmee*Hall:tteitghet.
''• - ---'-• will '''- meet. ..at -̀ '.Fiiit---ix-M with 411101e---b3clauddY's-
. - Frr.esliyterian Church at seven Band end deess-to -be casual.








orth Calloway Elementary Calloway County LibtOM- Usher-Day will tie -
OTC will have open-house at . _Board of Trustees will meet at . held at ML_Oltreb Free Will-w - ' , *e school -at seven p.m. with 4e p.m...e ate progiaiii .by Richard . Baptist Church at three pan.
0 - - -italentioe on the Community 
Miss Cathy Gail Geurinibeatre.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet -at---- -.Wards): seetobert , I •
seven p.m. at Ellis Center. Old newspaper &Weed!! be and David Ed es Rogers
11.




ilifeeting Herr OILTharsday WEATHERMRD BesY
The monthly meeting of the
Calloway-Marshall Counties
&Affiliate of the American
1Dialietes Association will be
Thursday, October 6, at seven
,p.m*.* the Pled Presbyterian
IChurcif, 16th and Main
Streets.
The discussion will center
around the community
diabetes detection program
scheduled in Calloway _and
ittaxaball Counties -1. for
entirer-. H arr-ert d
Dillingham, representative of
the-Ames Laboratories, will
be presept to discuss the
equipment which is used to
screen for - diabetes.
Donald Hughegwho
been instriunental in the
-began/tat:ion of-thelocat
chapter, paesented an ex-
September meeting of the
Diabetes Association., He
shared - With the grow
wealth 44 lmowledge -oes-the
various complications of
diabetes, what they are and
how to avoid them.
Everyone interested in the.
eradication cre" diabetes,
whether a diabetic or not; is






Boulevard, Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, Brian
Scott, weighing nine pounds
two ounce's, measuring 20 %
Inches, born Sunday, Sep-
leinber_25, at r:19.p3n. at the
Mtirray-Calloway • County
Hospital.
They have another son.
Jason, age four. The father Ls--
_manager of Otasco.
tirandparehtf are
Mrs. Jesse Weatherford 91-....2to_
Alind'-Route One-and Mr. and .
Mrs. Donald_ _Mohler at
Owensboro. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
R.Pd* &Mai sit .14mtegja,____
and Mrs. Curtis Mohler of
--Kiritsey,--end Mrs, Bessie
.Wadkins of Kirksey. A great
_.̀sat grandmother le Mrs.
Lou 'Trees of Kirksey. -
MOVING BY CAR '-
CHICAGO (AP) -,- For wor-
ry-free moving, certain articles
should be carried in your car
rather than in the moving van,
suggests the .National Institute
of Cartifiedt Moving Consult- -
_ants. Despite insurance coy- .
-sucki "personal or sentk_
-nientar Reins as stamp at -
In collections, f 
lor
heir-
up • Meeting at South PleaialiC at-10:05 a m., officers meeting _ 'Grove Church is gancelled- at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch at
- •
' spapers only to be picked_Senior Citizens with devation . Miss Cathy Gageorin, te David Eades Rivers, son pf Mr.
andMrs Elwood R. Rogersof
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. Ind Mrs. Guy
Mra. Virgil M. Harris and_Gene Geurin. announce the
-Garden Depart ment and hearing tests. by MU 
Jackson PurchaseoGun Geerin, all of Murray. She's the great granddaughter of the
l'otry Shoot ved) be held at .• • noon, table garnesort.one p.m.; BillOgion and Mrs. Muncie Geurin. and the -late-Eugene -




*Rev' D'  if IX FerkinWortatento____"" PTC* -- --Miss-Giulia -reeeived her -IL Sr- degree in elementary(fleet at 1:30 p.m. This will be -- one-.
IIT•ope-VMFeting with Mary-- tests call 753-9041, Ellie • - edtication from Murray State University in August 1977. She is •Hamilton as speaker. Center, by 11:30 a.m. Discovery Walk will start at, teaching at Pembroke 'and Phelps Avenue Schools in the
. -  - - ' C.enter Statioiat two p.m. and Christian County SchoolSystem.
, Cub scout pack 37 will meat, FriclatOetobeke-Day- will be- at „Fen Mr. Rogeis ill. thegrandson-of Mrs-,JosePhine-Ellisofisiand.-
ai at Robertson Schoorat seven - &nerd concert by three Henrialikingliiiirliarkilif rot - He is a senieritieeelfriiitjefitirurray-Statiuniversity an
mi. All hoYo who are 8, t, end- --PoPtdar-batIM will be bekl-at froth given to 10136 km- in- -Planate attend Southwestern Baptist 'TheologicaLSaninary in
tremely in  
enjoyable progr-arn l!at the
formative and looms,jewelry or personal
!eel-often cannot be rep
 years old, those tato are Pi .kfirey _gyrn._, Calloway_ Land Between the Lakes.
NO he
• *bond 'grade are invited to "sored by Calloway County Si Empire Farm from ten a.
'High School Speech team. to four p.m.
4 . .
eOte Wie.am. cithd.- - al-a-‘.e -. _ ._ _ . ,
_
yoWe acePit erwaae and
. _
the 'Safi iffl, AZ. ,444424
tfie,iny ;714tete4d t;" Yhe ,frieiediVgrtop-.-
— " 416'MAIrslgr--
MORRAY-4Y..
Yatmidepy, eetAlfre.A: 8-2.•((. Yle;e-se %me!!
  6444Siondia
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Reg. S5.00 FREE -\, Rag.$5.00
, .
'. Autograph-Dog -.
To the first 25 customers to Open a charge account of $25.00 or more or.
add $25.00 or more to an existing charge account.
,
!argest Children: Stsfe In illitinfrity -._----
, % :,:?.
IQ - - - '
'-=-----•. ' 1-- e _ . .F - ALA......,0....--, ,gteio__- ..eaddAv-litlp iiil .
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fort,Worth, Texas. . 
:_l 
-
eawed isfilldingtesolemnieetteuSaleedapalloveznbe;18,-, - .-- . _ - , --for- Goo A-V
at three p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. A reception - l.s. 
will follow in the Fellowship Half of the church. ,
-No local invitations riatelent and all relatives and friends





Monthly. Potluck Dinner Is
AEI
Pharmacist Hon Housman, of Paducah
Pharmacy, congratulates Mrs McWaters
Oil her successful, weight IOW
_ •
-"SinCiThetiAnin%tur tr5TTIOliresilt Lost Program -two rtiOnitysacit-1;Tbiliii:-
•
lost 14 Ito_ arid hivert't-olirted _a bit of:it_tiack,"_.saVsliviri. Rade McWitert,- -
manager-receptionist for a ince! doctors:office. 'When I found myself having •
to sqUieze into my clothes. 1-knew it was time to do something about my • -
weight My friend had gotten good resuLta_with.NaturSliro_so I decided to_ _
give it,a try. From the start, was.turprised how east,an. itreus,_
I simpq i-had rtlYTWo NatA-Slim drinks-IOW breakfast an1uiñth and-al-ea nor
-mat, well-balanced meat for dinner:" . -
•
"Unlike most diets, NaturSlirn didrit leave me hungry, oeryous or week. In-
.
- fact, since starting the program tied better and have more .energy than before-. ,
Now, in order to maintain my ofeight,l.simply drink.NaturSlim for breakfast,
The, Seniar..Citizens he -_FlOteriCe- Erwin, Christine..
their monthly peflucic dinner Garland, Mildred Barnett,
on Thursday, September 15, at Hildre4----Sharpe, Katie
—the @amnion*, 
Held At-..Commt-ni -Cente.r -and eat what I want for lunch and supher. For someone as bay as I am, that
-kind of convenience means a great deal. NaturSlim is a program -1 can-live we-th-r--.1
lrectxnrriend itt.2„.fty_o_ne vytig reutly wanizsAci.lose vaight- -
'
Each one was askiojLther Evelyn lienderseli, „.0Ia - -
bring i dish or 16-nia e a Clayton, 'and France.; Erwin.
.donation In orderm help bur --7Cfsii-paiieht were Verona
twtraiithwrs• - ' Grogan,. director áf  the
At noon the meal war-ser- Murray _Senior
ved, but many persons arrived Marian Mixon,- driver for
early to visit .th__Iriertds. senior Citizens van, end_Pam
Several announcements were Rues, Murray State student
made regarding business Slid doingherfieldfolacement with
those with birthdays in June, the Senior Citizens. Guests
July, August, and September also Included Flits Darnell,
were singled out, tor applause. senior Citizens office
Senior-Gitisetwo-who oersted --soorebny oee-ousbandi
as committee members for Ken Darnell, Hattie -Lee
,,the potluck were Erma Hargrove, and Geneva King
Lovett, Lana Boyd, Ethel
Walker, .Hitzel Locke, W'





-Thurman, Floosie Snow, Mike
--Dowdy, Ruth
Jicsiio Ambie Willoughby,
Iola Culp, Rubena Dawes,
Ruby Harris, Mbirde Bell
Shrader, Pauline Cooper,
Nellie Bell, Lillie Miller, Ima









Lurene Pace, Neva, Riggins,
Effie _Jones, Edna
Metteynolds, Mary Watkins,
-Myrtle Cayce, Hoyt, Flood,
- -Slagumfo-__Rifyailerfd






Elementary School who are
8,9, and-10 years old and those
who are 7,1/2 years old and have
finished the second grade are
invited to join Cub Scout Pack
37 Thursday, October 6 at 7:90
p.m. All interested t oys need






The _Coldwater United 
Methodist Church Women met
at the diurch on Monday, •
October 3, at 7:30 p.m. with
Helen gmith in charge of the
_program on the theme,
"Christian Character
-
-Umda Wilson sang a solo,
"More Like the Master"
followed by prayer by June
Glass.
Estelle Adams read "Ab-
stinepce" from -- I
Thesialonians 5:64; Jane
Lamb on "Chastising" from_1,
Timetby 2:22; Nancy.
Haneline on "Cleanliness'"'





109 S. 4th St.









Elizabeth Jones on "En-
durance" from II Timothy
.2:3; • Lucille • Petts on
- "Obedience" from Romans
13:1-2; Patsy - Locke on•
"Temj-pai.ACe" fieom• I
Corinthians1 ; 25-27.
A poem entitled "By Faith"
,was read by Jane Glass. Alin
present were Sylvia Dell Stone
and Rachel Glass. The closing
prayer was by Lucille Potts'
Plans were made for a --
fellowship supper for October
18 at six p.m.
ReiresThnents of cake and
coke were served by Helen
Smith, -
—_
hue of the Excellent Cbeese-Meat
_:_thrpLooegughriraiim.the._offitaie. i:ed,scito_ ots_ you.totif.
This and other 'facets of
uting are made "possible
'dedicated_ velenfeer 
-adults. Boy Scouts of Murtay
need you and for further- in-,
formation contact Charles
Clark by caning 14434461,
Paducah
For your own personal
super sandwich, pair cheese
iiiifffer-ireirorte•lit.-}tervitre
some combinations you might
like to try: Provolone with
herd salami; Muenster with
salami for_beer; Colby with
_deviled harfi; Swiss with




.innontices The Operung -
Of JJj Office_For 
^
Practice Of General Dentistry v
iprointments R, trig Tokep
For [Peek of I o
Phone 753-1206
Office Location
111 So.13th St., Murray
Incite.s you-
Ta its Open House
on
October 6th, 7th, & 81h
2300 Broadwa.Y
'-Nine-O'Clock AM to
-five O'Clock PM -
$50 Oift Certificate
etveri Away' Daily
Come in and' Register







14 oz. Reg. $1.59
_Save 50'
Given Away Each Week .
g Register each time you
are ia_ths  store for the
$100 given away each yveek
This Week's- Fay Sledd
Winner: Albirray
•'Nothing to Buy •No cants To Punch Tilt 'You Do Is
Register Tacit Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 11:11014-1n4liew Contest Starts Tbur 
Morning. • '
sE.Inplo)ees of Porkers and their Families not elti.D ble to win. .AdnI4
only may register .You do not have to be present to win



































6 , I sr C
Offer Expires 10-12-77







concedes the President has three ye_ar8--- bustaaeer IVelahave been folleived-up - Martha. paich4 daughter. of _par._
--a- 
in which -to, pule his meetisa utile ̀a wiili ongoing meetings at high leveisa' _ and Mrs. Sylvester Paschall of Murraygraduation level, but they want him to The administration also was eredit4d Route Four, senior at Murray State.1- know they are-watching him -• and with some progress in correcting , Universityalms been awarded the First' '--7 Coligreistki. ̀  ' ' . - . - - Dreaultieslegovenualttprucurement a` ataMurk Parent-Teactier Association.- Feeling that ' the very largest on freeing business people from routine scholarship.
• • cerporations, unions and big record-keeping by a regulatory agency, • Mail service Will-be extended Octobergevernment have grown at the expense and on minimizing the implat of. an 8 intri the squthwest section of the city of -of the independent sector, the antiprice maintenance report. a- Murray, according to Lester Nanny,association sought from Carter "last But that ulaquitious no substantial _ postmaster.- This wilt- be ,curkide areaOctober a Promise that the growth of a progress" was recorded against his each home owner must have a amilbOxsmall business would be pushed.. - promise to involve small business in with the name and address Oa the.box-at
-
• Carter respeeded. with this inesjea _ science and innovetiartaea his eternise __the curb. _,.. ..4.... .
- ----tart will be • ilea 'goat of my to develm-yardsticks to-measure-small - • a
-
' -13e-atM-- -re-parted a ihelude Toscoa_administration to have the growth rate business growth, on Federal Collins, age 68, d'nd Mrs. Beulah_oaf_ small bbsiness exceed the growth reorganization, on his promise ofrriaug90, age . ,. , a.. 
.r„ 76 _ a.rate of bigbpsiness andg-O-verrunent.",-.- better &ramie foa-r- alsing capitai, _ Darrell Wayne Jenkins is now taking=I The organizatitenevaa elated. ____,, on tax reform. - ' hiaboat taratfreerreaeg_aL-Greaaiaikesa----c-It now reports: "No substantial On the bier, the in-dependent III., after enlisting in the US. Navy. ., progress." . business people conceded that the David Belcher, son of Mr. and Mrs._:.. _ _Carter also promised--that "As President's tax reform proposals might Urban Belcher of Kirksey, received hispresident, I would introduce and change their estimate., but mit in time 15 year bar for not having misseda- support concrete programs which -fOrthelirat year s report-card. ----- suuida-37seh-ooi di-dig-this poijod.  - - -
Low Down FROM THE. Congressional -20 Years Ago
R.
-
JoeCrunip Record . .. A depth of 3,956 feet has been reached' '
by the drillers of the Standard Oil of
California on the Pearl Cherry Farm on
the Coldwater Road, according to
official reports.
_Deaths reported include Herman .
Jetton. .
• Gerald Tabers, Judy Gray, Nancy .Milk In Ice Cream Adams, and John Arne presented a
musical program at the meeting of the
-- -
(A Column for Reader* Who—Havorsiit .Titne to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
FDA Favors Less
Democratic Senators 'feel that thehandful of the industry's giantsiteci by appeal against special interests to
. . President's7188011teatethe industry is•
: 





_ NEW YORK (AP) - Tired of mere lip
• service, an association of independent
business people laed year decided to
keep a report card on the eremises by
• - the two major presidential candidates..-
The group, -.the National Shull
Business Association, persistently
extracted from etch eandidate his
----1711M/lealtainalT-teelnesellelies,"such as
torrecting what t'as felt to be unequal
- a treatment yersusbig business.
The -first 'report card, on Jimmy
Carter of course, is In, and it_appeara
- - e the President didn't pass.----'-'No'
substantial progress" was !narked
PAM S-A VIII MURRAY, Iv., URGER TIMIS, Wednesday, October 5, 1977
- • • _
t'
It‘ an-' amino (AA
•-7-•
. _ _
II_VASHINGTON - A recurrent cause Gulf and MOW have pressed _ tiara many tirnesa'• one told us, "it begins to
- Irnabre -nOt -only for his energy agairiftethe Carter program - a mere lose all Med: -other metals saw_ program but for his presidency shadow of massive oil lobbyists were inconsistency in the President
weekend when President Cartei--- equalliatiantaLa ' ' - cost ofaenergy whellits_ °awn program
. the 'oil . attacking the. industry for raising the.--surfaced again over the Sept. 24-25 .. more. effective in sabota '
personally alerted surprised energl . The Senate'dliaster grew erona_ai.a.-- daeseeteed, Ythe milli thiega--.---- - -officials that he was "goincpublic" to eamealatioa_ael- factors: deepening Knowing from experience that the-- - - save his bill in the Setiatee:a-------e-  - -- ---publie unrest with • government : President could not be unwed. officials r ,
Thereakraa.aateleficeatil any °Metal.- regulation,. fading public su_pport for confined their activities to tening down,"1-i -I 'Vie Energy ilepailmeni objected. the Carter: program; failure to_deviie -a 147̀. ' csatee'r language: Names ofBut after President Carter entered the Senate strategy after Speaker s individual Senators and oil companiesWhite House press room on eitt. 26 to P. O'Neill guided the program zwiLli;h were removed from the statement. •' blame "special interests"that .13,14 - thealiouee so easily. The President need not have pushed
oil - and - its Senate allies-for Both friends anabea of. the program the panic button. The energy bill,
. dismemberment of his energy bill, the use a harsh word to describe a basic though in disarray, is far from dead. At ..,
7 -department spread the wort acroes .source of the problem: medieripaeletecy.-- this wfitiftg. it̀  9!"1115 the Senate may --Capitol Hill that it had no part .in the A case in point was the oil equalization pass a natural gas deregulation bill, but -
---,,-eaa, shortereteaseceetaryweEnerity_ the Senate-House. conference___WiUa........,.. It was in fact pure Jimmy J ' appeared before the sureay find a compromise setting- a'.. Carter-evidence that in some reepects,
' hearms changed very little after eight
months in office. The President is still
inclined to moralize on issues that, far
• from being morel, 'are matters of
practical politics and to appeal directly
- -hi the- MUM- whenever he runs into
-"trouble -MaCeengress. The-anger on - a abrehis-thaos, the President -used a- -generallY----backd---the - er*dent'sCapitol Hill generated by Mr. Carter's program: "It-is patronizing when thetechnique he often employed as -outburst, promfetut deepening -trouble governor • 41T-Georgia: ;aiming his , President sets himself aboie us andahead when his ambitious legislative opponents with "special liderests.". It suggests we are being manipulated byprogram encounters inevitable .
obstacles. - 
Even some admintetratioer officials
' admit-that it was no high-pressare •




- wounds tithe iiergy program. -Only a- - at-all approve: .--11-you Make the same •• -PaStehletaK Mates. Aemettheebealhese  m, 
would have as higti priority the
expansion of the, independent small
Witness sector of -the ecoriomi."
Again, "Nolubitaiitialarogress.
-And so Aloes through the first four •
categories-before the President-
receiver.; a favorable notation.
The commitment: -"As president, . I
-- -reseal:MB sigainet - e - -
"It was . poison," confides one
administration official in describing the '
Senate impact of the President's tactic.
On a Senate gas deregulation vote' just
The twofollowing ,the Carter-k attack, the
President lost two sddltionl - the Socialiste and The Cotnnaimisbe are - France': A agetearititth ago, FranceDemocratic seaatara__Nottk. jaaketae. . making ctimmon cause. They- helie to - produced an, extra-ordinary resistaneeQuentin Burdick and, from 'his „own - ' cameo power in France in the national ' movement dedicated to the defat ofstate of Georgia, Sam N. . elections next March. If they are Nazi totalitarianism. Today, it's. Coming less than a- week- after __thee successful, the forcekot to.talittiriapism_ equally. important that tarcw bread.g
attack Oh "special interests suggests • Western EueePe.•' -• 
freedom-fighter 
sesimtion of_Beat Lance will havescored a huge triumph in . theasadden •a,
ciain.-dridilwomteren ewinheoriiiendrrstaF!adnthcee-the hence affair has by no means ended Thoiightfill Frenchmen are aware socialist-cottilituriist threat to a free
---supedemental annuity paid under thericoralizifig in. the 'Oval- Office that the • atenttelle. Is appacatching its • economy and hfree society_. 
Railroad Retirement Act, you must listUpgrading conventional . political greatest post-war crisis, and they are Americans will 'watch for &ht.- aa,, • •along with other taxable income onquestions to the_status offieed vs. evil is. tracing the roots of the nation's emergence of a new French' resistance ""a .•
'voice in the White 'House. ... My.- •
a"StrUng MetWr, ied:habit for Mr. Carter, trot-Mee. TR'S WO- I heard Mar atetthletplaiir federal-1moms tax. return-
vatt retitle's:ma
• • • •objeebve toestablieh closer ties with-
small &lamella . •
Peretront and could do him harm the economist:who clearly perceives the, • w
future. causes of his naton's ills. He --- Ster3rThe-accomplislunent:' "Substantial - "Erven our. quite memorable and 'progress. Good lines,of comenunioation L001(1.111g BaCk stubborn Prime Minato' Rarttead •have been established with the Barre does not dare tall his countrymen By The Associated Press
will send all annuitants a form showing
amount of .supplerhentaa
annuity payments received in 1977.1*
the opinion of. the Board's Leila -
14-110Plealem_iai, anmit. _A- - -• --, beside 7 of 11 issues measured. a__ :---President and his staff:ea:larch _meeting_ 
that the fieol's paradise is now paradise Today is Wednesday, iSkrt..ithe eeath • con-si, ere:I-tempt from state =matThe 59,000-member organization between President, key aides and small
lenate Finance Committee to discuss .higher regulated price. The -tee
compromises, Assistant ,Tressurr ' features of the program are still subject
Secretary Lauren-ea Woodtvorth teeameleaalise- - -
proposed a different approach. When The President's tactic waa.elearly a
Woodworth left the room, Aksistanr bad way-to-approach tl.S. Senators. the-goe-r-gia secretary Al -Aim popped _up-. judgment of one Democrat who has
with still a third version, strongly, opposed-gas deregulation and
was the decision of Mr. Carter, not of IolihYists." •
his congressional- What particularly irritateslobbyists or hia,
But----Dr:—suppol•ters oraas ereregalatibialialta
Schlesinger himself hostile to 
















The U.S. Railread Retirementfaardbut one that has not helped his energy friend in France, a distinguished
ii REP.,EaTaDERKT-.%-LBICHM°14 lee rar
(N.Y.)"...The -.Agriclitare
-Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing,
Consumer Relatlans and Nutrition,.
which I Chair, and -Ms. Rose's
Ta- Subcommittee on Dairy, and Poultry,
conductede joint hearing to investigate
a Food and Drug Administration
pro-Cosa' to change tKe standard- of
identity for ice cream.
"Following comprehensive studies of
OfelatlMUny cci4eildtWillg and after
the hearings, I have found no
- justification for the change hi ice cream
standards-. • • ••
"The FDA has been convinced by the .
ice cream industry that milk-derived,
rather than whole milk ingredients
"•-•• would be adequate to meet half the milk
ye requirement for ice cream.
- "Today's ice cream, contains onl_y_ef
4 percent milk. Thermic Standards would
require that ire cream contain oily le
percent whole milk; the other 10 '
percent could include diary derived
ingretlients such as whey -sad-.-
programs as a nutritious source
calcium, vitamin B,12 and riboflavin.
The new regulation would completely
ignore the:se nutrients.
"Instead, the FDA has decided that
-charge of the prograrh and introduced
the Murray State College students.
Births reported include a girl, Starlyn
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ray Tabers on
September 25. e • ---the nutritional -quality of ice cream,* Mrs. Hugh McElfalhaieas -reelected
Sc pretichnit of  the __Southwesterncream has never been--considered a Regicirear Baptist WMU at the meetingsignificant source of protein, nor is the held t Pri
should be based-entirely on protein. Ice
average American's intake of protein a •
' probtenr-- • - ---------- ---- Years Ago
"Additionally, the ice cream industry t
dads to reap profits of more than $70 ' Congressman' Earle C. Clements,
enillian , a year, and there is no ' 
,
1:feritireratie nominee for 'governor.
guarantee thes profits would be passed spoke . yesterday at the First
on to the customers. In the meantime, Congrelaional Rally at the Calloway
fadditional stocks of nonfat dry milk,• Cou y . House. Joe T. Lovett Was
displaced by imported-case-ratites and _ ,ena er of ceremonies and music was
-cheap 'domestitewhey, would cost the ' by e i bands from Murray High and
relurner dearly - , - - -.  • Magfield High Schools. - 
i•
"Additional Fedetal tax dollarar77rffellevaLeon Winchester is serving 
wouldbe cematitted to the governmept as pilater of the Owens-Chapel Baptist • • .
dairy loan program. Taxpayers _would aiu • arer- -
. pick up the tab which could be more The-Murray High School-Tigers lost. ISnItit The Tiii0h ...
be 65 until next August. My salary is all"The French half-conservative • In 1502, - Christopher Columbus I have to live on, and is in excess ofcoalition of parties feels now they might discovered Costa Rica. $3000 . '' lost the next legislative elections; and, In 1839, the 21st American president, _ If I worked part-time, could I draw_ aby lack of a sound econouiic doctrine; Chaster Arthir;-was boririn. Fairfield, his-full Social Security.? - D.S.they put their hopes on a Middle-of-the- Vt. , • A. You are eligible for Social Secutityoad mixture or socialism and , an 1881, artist Pablo Pireerto was born widow's _benefits at age 60, unlessdemocracy, after the British Labor in Malaga, Spain. you're disabled. However, by taking the-Parte': They would try _ti. placaletlie - ---in 1958, dyninifte- explosion-I alniost ' benefitatiefoteage 65, -PM 'neat take a- unions through so-called reforms, destroyed the integrated high school in reduction in them. If you draw yourcurtailing the powers of management Clinton, Tenn. benefits early, they are reduced a9-_40 ofandthe rights of shareholders, down to. In MC-the -highest- court in Texas one per cent per month for eactrmontli —4,htabatibor,   - reversed the corrvictien.91 aack Ruby • prior to ake 60. _ _ __ _ , . ,,... ."The Socialist's, led by Francois for the murder of Lee 'Harvey Oswald, 
Since your husband- was drawingMitterrand, hope' to win; they would and ordered a new trial in a city other Social Security benefits when he died,nationalize a good deal more of the than Dallas.
' 
a 
your benefits percentage .is based onbanktng arid industrial, activities, and • In 1976, Democratic Sen. Frank the amount of money he was drawing. .- also-strengthett their hold- on the mass Chinactrdeclared-that the CIA had wale,- At - our nt a e you could drawmedia. But they also-anew that they several attempts to assassinate Cuba's
would be 'obliged, to 'manage the 
,t
Premier Fidel istro.
and save capitalism,' that is, to Ten years ago: Five masked men
maintain our international exchanges. invaded the Miami, Fla., mansion of
To tio so, they shoply cannot stand up to Willis Ha.. 'Mee. du Pont and escaped
their promises in the 'Common with cash, jewels and coin 'collections
Program Of the Left"; either the prices valued at $1.5 million. •
will go up, or incomes shall be limited. Five years ago: The African nations
This is the road to serfdom. of Tanzania and-- Uganda- announgeci
"After a year or two of a prominently they had settled a dispute which aro*- eocialist govenufiere, the rtatuniutsts nen Tegancia-- Licensed ,-Tanzdnie of
would (renounce the failure of their launching an invasion.
allitae, and push on their own 'strategy One year ago: The US. government-a-de ?figure toter captlarlFerit --Already .announcea -that
their intellectuals, like one Serge C. from a' nuclear test in China had beenKohn, stress now that ',to prevent the _ detected in the eastern United States.
prices going up, the-only sure means is Today's birthdays: Former Frenchto suppress them,' that is, to replace premier Georges Bidlult is 78 yearsthem and the market by a bureaucratic old. Theatrical producer Joshua Logansystem of allocating commodities and is 69,
—servieeta-More-than-fifty-yeari- ago,
Ludwig von Mises demonstrated why,
this cannot function without a
tatalitarian regtmei and even soamust_._
end into a monstrous waste of resources
and
"As the aYench are notripe yet for a
tyrareay, the result of a leftist; ventu_re
can only be either British
impoverishment, or Italian. anarchy.
tiniest we somehow_manage to
eombine bath!" eeee
. This letter points to the struggle for
ta-Mayfield High School a Netball
caseinates. These-are not whole" tifilka ''F elinimission-ei Donald 'game. The highligm of thegamefin•titte -
-than $200 minim annually...
ranee ,
ieftwing pm:ail in France,. economic •and political freedom- • in
lost. They have not yet been taught the day of 1977. There are 87 days left in the taxes.
hard lesson the German suffered before year. ' • . • HEARTLINE: Would you advise nil1949. until Ludwig Erhard could lift Today's highlight ii history: On tate__ about Social Security Widow's benefits?them out of chaos and, misery by date in 1954, Italy and Yugoslavia My husband was drawing full Socialpersuading them to dive into the deep formally settled their dispute over the- Security benefit when he died., lastwiters'of edarailic-freedcim `and - cite 
. 
- -January-anTierretiorkirag arid $n11 ha -monetary orthodoxy. On this date:
•
"•.•
products. They are inilklay-products... Kennedy is expected toainnounce his Miin.ay-lans avas-the outstiMing line * • et.- - --a-- --e-
_ ...."We can be sure ice cream decision on the new regulationsstion..." Play by Bill Roidett and Eli Alexander, Last night_ I dreamed that a banker-- 
- manufacturers will_Lese_the chea_pest  cm: mp.sfiRA55 ftooTs commEN,r. Mr. and Mrs. D.N. White of Hazel are let me overdraw my checking account_
ingredients possible by disginsing them • When a product is composed largely Wending :TWA) weeks atHot 'springs. -bY., ,a million aellats;Vehert.L.12_,.. _ _du. 1 in 
' 9/11TI murtritrtiftetaffierathror a heavy sweatak felt sneeeietiftelellownafa- wire and eriettenr es-eind with Ark- ___-_,_ ...__
"This- issue is not one _tO be taken . artificial flavqr-aa/1 artificial gokirthg - "Buffalo tear *eons Joel mccrektli'debt and fear of putftte 4tsriosute - -
. tightly . More than 800 million gallons of added a should be iabieda"Artificial ice maurien O'Hara, arid-Linda Darnett le --Allattliliet rieheteatittashep-stathatel- -
•







WARTIME a tervieeitirasidat _
emus,. Its perpeee  to answeek
questions and solve problems-fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these Columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Ohio 45381. You will
reetiere-a-goirompt relay, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
ISEARTLINE1 Do I have to pay tax
on. my railroad retie-emelt be-Melts:a:a
L.F. • -.7
A. Regular railroad retirement and
• survivor annuities and any lump sum
benefits are not subject to federal or
state incometaies an& they should net
be listed. on your income tax return.
However, if - you are receiving a '
  approximately 94.3 per cent of your
Tuntband's benefit. ,
While drawing__Social Security
beoefits, you are allowed to earn $3,000 •
gross annual income or $250 gross
monthly income. If you' exceed that -
amount, your benefit can be withheld at
thearate of one dollar for every two you
_earn over, $3,000 for the year. If you do .
exceed the limit, you should contact .
your local Social Security
Administration to determine whether
leveneearre me--gaetrabiftnentailli-beaafftellatia3aeL Cala_ _ .
make tharieCessary adjustment. - ' •
HEARTLINE: I am a 68-year-old'
widow. 1- recently read-a newspaper
account thaamentioned a, group called --
the National Association of Older
Americans. What is it? - D.K. '
A. The National Association of OlderTheught fur teday. Aaiiiiple life is it Americans 4 NA0Ai et -designed to help 7 _own award- - George - Santayana .• at older Americans and make thisSpanish ' writer., and philospher, 1863- , country a better place for them. It1952._ _ _ ...„..1. ! -- .,
-.--.." ••,-- publishes a monthly -newsletter -and e -
Mrray Ledger & Tithes
Walter I.. Apperson
Editor 5  . R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger 41. Tinies is published .
every afternoon except Siindiyi. J.ufy 4. Christ!. .
inas Day. New Year's Day and rninitarnnrig by
Murray Nevrspapers, Inc. 103. P4 nn st.,
Murray, Ky 42071 Serond dass Postage Paid at
Murray,Ky. 47i _
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas serve., by
carriers.:41.30 peffistinth. pais-bar In advance
ay mail in Calloway Ce'ninty-aita le Benton. Har-
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farrtnnaten, Ky. •. and
Pans, Thiehanan and Puryear. $27.00 per
year By . mail to other deiattatIonii; $12.311 per
year
Member of Associated Pl.est, Rentialty Press
ainsectettne entl.Settharn-Neolipaper Publishers
Aast.intion.
re•AsseriateePiess eresclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
War* Times ars welt wall Aer AP news.
TEI'.F.PHONE




farws and Sports peat .. . 751.1,111
• offers a prescription drug plan that
gives witatential savings on fts
members drug bills. '
For - a-free brach-are eaptaining the
NAOA . in a detail, write -
"HEARTLINEa-leAOAa • 114 E. 
• Dayton Si, West Alexand a, Ohio, .
4481. Please enclose a ng, self-





And the ••orld passeth meta' .
but he that doeth the will ei God
abided) for ever. I john „" •
lift:Wing Ile areertepertence-is feta - -
-*Yee except.,Ciod, If we de leis wilt, ,





- ch.! Air shopping Center
si;.;* P;rjlits Reserved
These Items On _Display
Throughout The Store
Hi Dry
Towels Roll 2/99c 
Purex Liq.
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GUE-5T-SPEAKERS — Guest Slieakers for the installation
banquet' of the Murray Optimist Club at Kenlake Hotel
last night were Charles Ford, left, a member of the
Mayfield Optimist club and region Optimist It. governor





Mayor John Ed Scott' has
proclaimed October 2-8,
National Employ the Han-
dicapped Week (NEAW) in
the Murray community.
The purpose of observing
this week is to publically
recognize handicapped per-
.90116 already in the labor force
an to urge that employers hire,
persons w,ho despite
disabilities have the capacity
and desire to perform well at
work.
"During this „week we hope,
you will look for Outplays .00,
NEHW at the Calloway
county Public Library. the;
Post Office,the Peoples Bank;
and the Bank of Murray. Most
local restaurants will display
announcements concerning
NEHW. The LEDGER AND
TIMFS, WNBS,- WKMS, the
-MSU TV STATION, and the
MSU NEWS will carry articles
and-or public service -an-
n,o_ ce.rg,entsk Bulletin
Boaràs, posters, and .bumper
stickers will also be in
evidence," Connie Talent, a
counselor with the Bureau of
Rehabilitation said. • —
This week of celebrating
and promoting hiring the
haddicapped Is -sponsored
natio&-.11y by the President's
Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped.
The materials to carry out
activities for this week are
distributed by the state
branch of the President's
Committee which is known as
- the Governor's Committee oil-
Eiployment of the Han-
dicapped.
Locally credit goes to the:
following groups who are
-staging Murray's Employ. the-
Handicapped Week: the
Bureau for Manpoiver Ser-
vices, Phil filthy; the Bur -
of Rehabilitation Services,
Connie H. Talent & Leah Hart;
the M,S.134-, Rehabilitation
..Club, Dr. Roy 'Amick, sPon•
-sor; and the Rehabilitation
class 590 with si
students, according to Mi."
- Talent.
If you requite further in-
..formation about hiring the 
handtcapped, contact ,Connle-
H. Talent at 762-3371 or Phil
Kilby at 75C-0977.
Urge SI Sate Hike
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
an attempt to keep the Social
Security system solvent, a
congressional panel wants to-
raise Social Security taxes
next year_ for higher paid
workers: -Under a plan
approved Tuesday by the,
House Ways and Means
Committee, withholding taxes
would rise 6238 in. 1978 for_
those earning at least $19,90117
This is the time to drive a tough deal on a
tougtr garden- tractor One marwitt mow your
grass, move snow and handle lots of other tough
jobs around your place. With special factory
rebates on the tractors we sell this month, we
can offer you a great deal on a great tractor! •
Model 210







Your Price -This Month  $1256.00
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time for preparing a petition
rehearin&-- • ,
The Supreme Court ruled
- -Over- two-ireeTts age-that-the
1972 law giving fiscal courts
the authority to enact laws is
unconstitutional because only 
- - I e General Assembly is
vested with legislative power.
The Sup-re-Me Court decision
was to become rhandate, or
final, on Friday Alden a
petition for rehearing was
filed.
The high court 4,151Tet- Oct.
31 as the deadline for applying.
for permissioroto file "friend
of the court," or amicus
curiae, briefs in connection
with the decision. _
William McElWain;+---- -
Health Services Head, —
.Leaves State Post
Kentucky's corrunissioner of
health services.. Dr. William
P. McElwain. will leave the
$40,000-a-year post Nov. 15 to
enter private practice.
Peter Conn, secretary of the
state Department for Human
Resources, .said. he waived "special problem ....areaL,
Mcgriain's -letter r Policy formulation and
resignation Monday and has
- not decided yet on a successor.
Conn said he will ask the
Health Services Advisory
Council a citizens group
headed by Dr. John Bell of departure.
Louisville, the 
enlercl-lifk
ille twaconnthrstondvice on what
fe
In his letter to Conn; _
The 
• - should Play. - • . - - service in state government,
- "There have  bean, a get i .sked Cone to call on
many program changes and him if he could be of service.
internal reorganizations,"- Conn said hehas "a lot of
:Cain said in an Interview- respect for (191cE1wairea)
TuesdaY," and • right nor judgment and eyperience_
(with - aud--could- foresee T-Thir












University and the University he had asked for McElwain's
of Louisville Medical 4chnnli resignation was cynical and▪ McElwain reeeived _ unfounded. Ile-laid he had
master's degree in .pulkie neither asked for McElwain's
health from Johns Hopkins resignation nor indicated to
• 
 •
• him that'lleAtinted" him to '
• He was associate -director of .resiso,
the Lexhigton-FaYetteniunty-----.rugnit
Health Department f 1968-, . .1.ausynifuut .accept
"ainrhstatei 
 ..hit'esignationat fac:value."
Department as of 





another bureau of the agency
was named special
to McElwain to handle -
administrative matterer --
McElwain's new
assignment was to work on
advising me on policy," Conn
safttat the time.
McElwain said Tuesday
through a spokesman that he
did not wish to talk about his 
health services in 1973, when. -doctor; Conn • said; which.
then-Gov. Wendell F4rd ppeeludes the possibility that
merged the former health' and Ramsdell, could be moved into
mental health departments the top_spoS.; _ - _
into the Bureau' for Health _
Services.
- Last Februray, shortly after
Gov. Julian Carroll- named
Conn`secretary of the Jlumán
• -.Resources • Department,





faculty affiliated with Murray
- School -of -Practical - Nursingtxtends Deadline attended- the 28th annual-




- has- eitended to Oct.-
-deadline for filing a petition
.foriehearingthe court'ASeat,Are_e;Pecteti to ,participate in
• 16 decision that the Home Rule the grand march if!' uniform
Act is unconstitutional, carrying their school bahner.
• The deadline originally was During the convention the
Thursday. nursing students are slated to
The court t responded - attend special interest
Tueittliy to-a -motion filed 'sessions.
Monday by Jefferson County All local practical nurses
Atty. J. Bruce Miller,. who—arn members the '
asked that the deadline be set Federation of Licensed
hack to Nov- 7-to allavvinore-MracitalerSEM-
-Attending the- convention _
ShAP Kirk, 
Mona Shaeffer, Barbara -
Rurkeen, . Marilyn_ Delanejt,..
Jannis Wetmore, Eva Jones;
Donna Mosely, Carolyn
Cornfield and Naomi  Sch-
Melter, ill or Calloway
County; Barbara Davis, Rose -
crsuri I Lorimer
of Marshall County; Teresa
Duoevant, Joyce Jones,.
Glenda-Wright and Gail Dick
of Graves County; Faye
Nightingale of Fulton County. -'
Joyce Morrison and Shirley
Robinson, nursing instructors,
accortipanied the group. The
nursing students are slated to
return Oct- 5-
Federation of License
PTactical Nurses- this week.
The convention, in Miami,
Fla., attracts nursing students
from other practical nursing
schools across the nation.
While there, the students








Also liar., tennis toles,
cosmetic 8 hand hags
and shaving kit bags
Prke-s -41a rt $2-71.93 •
Must be orderedby Oct. 26, to in
sure delivery by Chrisrmas
EMs-Necklaces
Now In Stock!
• " NCAA. •
pass on them qufte easily. - the NationaT-TolWgiati- course, Ve delighted bzi
- "IN; is a good squad of 'boys and by the time they are- Athletic Association anll what cooperate with the committee
luniqrfirlheYsheukibe Pre* tiAlgh,"1/41440d44-' -Me committee member calls and provide-pertinent- data rat-
- Murray Middle, now 2-0, will host Southwest at 6:30 p. m. the organization's -unchecked the issues outlined by. the
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Murray Middle Arid East Win Junior ig Garnet
, . Murray Middle and East Calloway, heading toward a 
the game," North coach Steve Payne said.
..511.4tiw•down later in the season, racked'up wins in junior high 
Eaft managed to recover the ball and tune ran out
boosting East's season mark to 3-1. • •
,,,,.... . Murray Middle, opening is home season after winning 22-Q 
On the first-offensive play of the game for East, Dawson
at • Rada& last-week crushed visiting Reidland 36-0 as the 
scored on a 38-yard TD run., The conversion failed and East
Tigersilisplayed a powerful offense and defense. 
- led 6-0. East didn't get anywhere on Anew second possession
cauesta roared ta a x.ithalftinielead then heid on ta_ as they fu
mbled on their 42 and North's Terry Bourland
win 2044 over boa' North Callo11/ the third game in - recovered: • 
- -- • ' 7 ;.--7.  -• 
- — _ _ . _
waving a county sctkool, Southwest Calloway lost 14-6 at Nor- 
North failed to move the ball on offense and East took over.
th Marshall.
• footbatit•011iests piayed Tuesday evening.
They marched the ball almost 50 yards on a sustained drive,
MURRAY MIDDLE M RFIDIAND 
capped by a five-yard TD gallop_by Davrson down the right
- For the first quarter, there were no offensive threats until 
side. Dawson went off left tackle to.score the conVersion and
In tfie Hind seconds 'Charlie Santagado of the Tigers — znakelt111441East lest wnI 
gained 32 yards on a super run down the telt sideline to the 
East blocked a North punt late in the seeond -period and
- Reidland l& 
that led to the final TD of the game for the winners. Dawson
In the opening minute of thesecond period, the Tigers went 
httffick MI:toughy on a-17-yard scoring play. The conversion - .
ahead as fullback Todd Rutherford carried in_ana_sweep to 
attempt failed and East led 20-0 at intermission. .
the-right for seven yards. Santagado, Beak* a good block . 
North used a long pass play from Kirk Starks to Tommy-
from right end Randy Halley, made tt- airt-0 Murray lead Workman for atailior 
71Yerfts,oldli.fr_raf and 10 at the East
With the two-point conversion run. 
20 midway through the third period. On a first &lid it fioin.the ---,
----bate-MIlte-second period,-theTigers worked the ball to-the 2.0/ lieh Frye then 
hit Workman on the halfback °Sten pass _ .
Reidland 14 tilt lost it on downs Reidland did nothing on-their and North hadds 
tirst TD of the year. lbe Conversloh failed :'
insuing_series and with just seven secOnds leftfthe Greyhoun-
Frye's 62-yard TD in the final seconds-and Starks' con-
ds were forcedio mint out of their own endzone. - 
versionrunniadeita-2434. -4-final scona._ — 'it. - 1 ,_ ..
Don Hargrove of the Tigers' leaped and got whand on the 
"We were worse than poor in the first half," North coach
_ punt ancOValter Payne fell on the ball at the two-yard line to 
Steve Payne said.
give the-Tigers a firstand-goal bat there were just two secon- 
"We looked like we didnt' know what we were doing. But
ds left in the halt 
we-perked' up a little in the secdnd half..East was just too
i
Onthe first play, Charlie Santagado Wok a handoff and ran 
strong for us. I have nothing but praise for __. . They
over lefttackle. He kept-On the conversion and the Tigers led 
, off the ball and really hit Some shots. ' -
. 1,6-0 afintermission. . , 
"At times, .i-ofplayed-trell on offinse. And otr defenanTwe--
._ .t.Finsay, in the-thiret_peried, the huge nor lines 1„.pa-tri_ - set then back_ for losses .a lot 
of times. The problem we've -
take their toll on Reidlarid as the Greyhounds perhaps Wore 
- had all year is onTdefense has been spotty. And"we 1111Ve-a- --
doWn- 
problem moving the ball five yards at a whack.
: On their first series of the second half, the Ttge,rs, lent 
"We can get the big play now and then but our major
quickly to work as Santagado hit on an OPtion ore yritda 
weeltneM 4s -raw inability to sustains drive without coughing -
, to ntefen need, taking the ban dowi40.thelaaTid two.
it up or !making a mistake, Payne said.
- Orithefiretplajlremscrimmage. Quarterhlicit_Pav_id Mc-
Mlllerultept on S sneaker up themiddle rind-John Frye -senrd --..- 
fllnkively. wegotgeadigames-frarnStarkat Frie..Workinan
the conversion to give the 'Tigers a 24-0 Ierill-wIttr5-.19teftni 
and Steve Young. Lthanght we had some real goad play from
the third quarter. 
__
, our substitutes," Payne
 added. -
Early in-the final period, Stintagado hit Paul Austin wide 
North, now 0.4, will play-host to Benton next Tuesday.
open in /be right corner of the endzone fora 29, -yard pass play ' 
"I was really pleased with our defense," East coach Bill
for another TD. The conversion failed and the Tigers led 30.0. miller said- • . •
---..--Thrimirirmagatireirneltr..the.:optiompass_brsamsgardre__, "Tbpx. grnrati in the third quarter against our second
-this one covering 23 yards to Randy Halley. John Frye dad- string. Our first string hat °DV been scuredig
ainst -twice
ced into the encizone on the conversion run and the final store 
this season, once against Southwest and then of course once
of 38-0 was on the board-with 1 :18 left in the game. . 
.in the 6-0 loss to South Marshall. -• ---  .
. "I think our kith executed awfully ,well," Tiger coach__. .a... , .. . - _. , .
Harm wegt , . . •
"Vie didn't have Jeff Garrison in the lineup because of an
, • .
everearne•ii and wentaa tuscardion the drive. Actually,,! was • _ _
-- -"We got a little molkiii-penaltitliaTupset me-onEeliutitii House-Subcommittee To
surprised a little because our competition wasn't that-tough.
down just before thehalf ended,to.ok.a lot out of them I also - • Study Power Of NCAA----Reidlimd played:awfully well the first half but our,touch-
thirrwe wore them down in the second half. .
"We looked pretty aggressive on defense and hit pretty By TOMSEPPY indifferent in some of its
welt:Worms. Off-0e belly= well on the offensive line but I Apgperte_wirater practm is... _ _ •
think onr blocking downfield still has a way to go," West said. WASHINGTON (AP) - A In Kansas City; NCAA
' ."I lboughtaitithgado had,. super game With his passing House subcommittee_ has. -executive-. director. - Walter -
and rimming. They played us-for the run and we-were able
"Our entire delensfVe tinit-piayed--Wellthe Seeond half . Of-
• • • I . iii 7 •
next Tiseadny. '• • -;;; - . authority to ruin the careers of atoi-tunittee. Nadrally, we
• - ' .EASI20 NORTH 14 -- - _ thoseit governs.- ----- - - - -hope----thei - the - eommittee
. -
With Rapdx, Dawson supplying the offensive firepower, _ Reiy _ _jowl ____&,-_, _Molls, , jmhers trill approach these
EaSTrushed -Coot to a 204 halftime leadbut got" a scare in the----cheirman of the House subjects iu an objective
final secorksk Of.the game. oversight-- and investigation manner and nor- try to
North was down 20-6 with less than 20 seconds left to play subcommittee, said last week- chamnion Rarticular
- ••••••••
injury- He had three touchdowns and 110 yards last week. But
Dale Torrsak did a good job in filling in for Garrison.
-Dawson had 86 yards on the ground, caught three passes
for 56 yards and he threw one pass for a touchdown. Quar-
terback Dale gartin was three of three and threw the ball
very well.
thought we got a fine genie out of our nose man, Tony
-Hendon. He was in on a lot of tackles.. .
-1 was also pleased with our second string offense. They -
managed to pick up between 60 and 70 yards in the second
half. I was also happy with the fact we had only three
penalties in the game," Miller added. •
East will get an .extremely tough test next Tuesday when
theihost GroVe-Jinili-wIllgh of Paris to a 5 p.m. contest.
NORTH MARSHALL 14 SOUTHWEST 6
Southwest, winless in four outings, played much better and
in fact, with a few breaks, could have picked up their first win
of the season,
The first North Marshall score came when Southwest made
a bad snap on a "punt attempt. The ball was downed in the
Southwe* 10. •
hatrir-WitiOrthe tOilihdowl;"-SPutbwest-rozetr--
ball down to the 22 of the Jets.
On a fourth and eight play from the Jet 20, quarterba
Dan Key hit David Tipton on a swing pass and Southwest had,
a nine-yard gain and a first down at the 11. -
it was a super pass under a lot of protection and Tipton
made a super catch in a'crowd," Coach Brick said.
Tipton took the ball on the first down play and ran nine yar-
Then Tony Jetton carried and gained a bit more yardage. _
On a third down play from Sear the one-yard line, Key scored-,
on a keeper. The conversion failed and Southwest trailed 14-6
with about five minutes left in the game.
Southwest attempted the on-side kick and came within in-
ches of making the recovery. One official ruled it was South-
west's ball first and 10 but another official had already blown
the ball dead.
Southwest did get the ball back and V/88_ hear..midfield
when time expired in the contest.
"Offensively, we had another good game from_Din Key at
-quarterback and Tony Jetton at fullback," Brick said. •
"Jetton ran- real solid-Inside:1W also gortne play from -
Jeff Norsworthy and from David Tipton, who gained about 70
-yards.- _ _
Merrill BrIck-naid. "Defensively, May Sheridan, Sefton, !Terry McClure:TO
"TheY =ream alhird and seven and we actually had the Holland andlbwaine Chilcutt all played well on the line. We
man trapped in the backfield but he managed to get out of the also had fine play at linebacker spots from Tad Dowdy, Phil
jam and ore • • -
The conversion failedand North Marshall led 6-0.
That is the way the score stood at half as both teams played
exceptional defense the rest of the way out.
Defense continued to dominatethe play until near the end
 of-theft&d-wroditten-North--14tell began an offensive
drive. Then early in the fourth period, North Marshall cap-
- pedthe drive WItha-four-yard-TDrun to makelta 14-0 lead
after the conversion run was good.
After the kickoff, Southwest began to move the ball. A pass
interference play and a face mask ttenalty helped move the
Orr, Tipton and Norsworthy.
"Our secondary composed of Jeff Butterworth and Vic _
Stacey at the corners and Brad Miller at safety did Will in _ '
protecting against the pass and in coming in and helping_ , . .
defense the run.
- "Bill Holland, who weighs 240 pounds, really took over and
exerted himself on the defensive line. With the exception of a
coupte-of -offensive breakdowns, we might have won the
game," Brick added.
Southwest has a 6:30 p. m. game next Tuesday at Murray
Middle.
BIG GAINER - Tommy Workman (32) of North hauls in this pass and is surrounded by Easfplayers. Th
e pass led to a Neva /0.,
Defending for East are Mike Garrison (22), Ronnie Bryan (42), Randy Scarborough (65), Billy P001.(611) and Timmy Thornton 44
(Staff Pltatos by Me ameba)
when Bob Frye broke loose down the left side for atouchdown his panel would Probe alieged infraction cnges " --- -
jaunt of 62 yards. On the conversion, quarterback Kirk abuses by the NCAA in The NCAA has come under
Starks went in for-the khePer and 4.4a!ha garDe-WW1,--clieeiplinisig -844-ntember.-sectitiny eaustreL---. .
just seconds left.
"If we could have recovered the on-side kick and came up
with some kind of scoring play, we could have possibly won
Mary Lee Ross
Energy Shortage
institutions: Public hearings congressional panels in recent
more than brains
---to win an Army ROTC scholarship.are expected to 
be held later years, • including the
this year. President's Commission on
Olympic Sports and the Senate
requested the-probe after the
NCAA plieed' the' basketball • __,_11"ked,. int9. the ir
gaiiisation- 
- - Av.; • 
-f••••7' \ •Rep. Jim-Santini, D-Nev., Commerce Committee, whieh
program at -of-- Fr
-4419115110 with the Amateur • .
IPIT I Stiff . ,
Athletic Union.
Nevada-Las Vegas on two Mass, nmealif., said his
yeai -Probation.- etermine
whether the NCi\A policies --!:From the 
evidence I
seen so far.ilisapparent that
-this-problem goes far beyoncl—Ttl4ate---lintitrust-
--.1he University o& Nevada-Las TnetbOds- prrivide for * cftte
Vegas," Santini said on process and whether the
Tuesday. "There are serious penalties assessed to member
national implications
involving a "num u 
institutions. athletes and
coaches are fair ' and
institutions. equitable.
"The NCAA possesses Moss said he had received
- unbridled authority to ruin the evidence- from Las Vegas
careers of ithreTes,dealiiiy- concerning alleged abuses of
coaches' professions and deal -authority by theNCAA as well
staggerkag blows to the as 'reports of similar problems
athletic reputations of from other major universities.
member institutions," he said.
Santini said he was
coiiiAiva at the Sports Deals
"become arbitrary and
_
There is a possibility you may have one energy shortage
. you can do something about. Adding mineral rich foods to
your diet could hetp-yoteleel - -
Some nutritionist say an alarming 99 per cent of
American people are mineraliwor. Really now, how could
this happen? Perhaps it creeps' up a little at a time, when
candy is substituted for fruit, cool-ade for juice, coffee for
milk, fast processed foods for natural whole trains and
cereals. Regardless where the 51ame lies the result is the
same. A man, woman or Child with a body that might not be
functioning up to par. Some-of the minerals we need are
called trace- minerals. Even though they are needed in
small quantities, as with all essential nutrients, we could
nolliveisithout.them. . .
Chrornium, actin* with insulin, it required for glucose
metabolism.
Cobalt is present as an essential part of vitamin 512.
Copper assists in the Stonige and release of-iron to-form
hemoglobin for red blood cells. It also' helps hi-the for-
mation of health nerve fibers and is part of several enzyme
systems involved in normalmetabolic processes.
Fluorine aids-in strong tooth formation.
Iodine is needed for proper functioning of the thyroid,
which regulates metabolism.
Kanganr-cp, neeed_lor normal tendon and bone struc-
ture, is also part of some enzymes and acts as a catilysTfor---
rs.
- Molybdenwnis past of two major enzymes.
Selenium has entioxidant properties which can spare use
of the body's vitamin E. .
Zinc is a component of- enzymes that facillate the
exhaling of carbon dioxide. antis required for the action of -
Insulin arnitanovrn to catalyze at least 15 other biological
changes.
Be sure your food-Is doing more than filling up an eilipty
'cliV1ty1/2or tickling /otrr taste bads. At Home & Hearth your'
food selections can be delicious, filling and nutritious. You
- can-fedi &difference! _ '
OMEli;t1EARTH HEALTH FOOD STORE; ipne Ooir
• Plea Shopping Center, Hwy. 46 So. tine Oak Rd., 554-5222
Is your-headquarters for natural Mods and supplements. •
We welcome you to cOnie by and shoP at the laigest health
food dire withfn 150 miles. Open 10 AM 
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Signed Billy Ray Pritchett,
running back. - —
NIJAMI DOLPHINS - Re-
:dined Terry 'Anderson, ;tide •
receiver.
PITTSBURGH STEELERs
- Placed Mike Wagner,
safety, on the injured reserve
list.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS -
Placed Peru_ Smith,
cornerback, on the injured
/reserve list--Signed Robert--
Gthltn, defensive back. - -
BASEBALL - •
National Law
--SigKed Cesar Gel unimo,






Signed Wit Jones, forwafd, as
a free agent,
raioonc•pd,,they Fin recpive a 
second-round draft, gtoke_
phis cash, as compensation for
the %Hai() Braves' siitnina
former Paler forward. Wit
--
Scholastic standing and tollege bond test „
ults-aeimpthant-factotsin ordeciding_whd
will be awarded an Ahny,ROTC scholarship.
--But it takes more than brains to win a
Aolarship that pays full tuition, books and lab
fees: and provides a living allowance of up to
$1,000 each year the scholarship is in effect.
And then to be able to handle the leadership • ---
pogition that waitinr for-you wheoloci.get- out
-of-college. • - 
,
*So we look-for rru in. We-book •
primarily for leadership potential, as derricaN.;_
_
stated by*-y-our inVolvernentin sports-or other
extracurricular activities. -
So-if you were class officer, a varsity .
letter winner, a club presidetitipor a member of
The debatirigleam. orshbWt.0.14 41.: • -
think-ollyour feet in some other way—we . r
inteuested. • . • -- . - _
-- • , • - Atid;TO makcjgea.goosicandittlf emr---/C7.




school activities was limited due to a part-time
job, we award scholarship points for hard work .
dOneiWay froq.scbool, too. ---
Then there's our personal interview. Kist
:••
- Tr') g—iNte you the chance tO 1e4 Us know soffit thingi
about yourself that might be mied by a test, _
gnapplication. or a yearbook. •,t!
In short, there's a lot that goes into
deciding who has-Arny-RaTC-scholahship
potential. IfyoU think you have what it takes, ----
Writifoe information-ab?ut Army ROTC
scholarships:-
FOR MORE INFORMATION.











Billy Martin said he was
only half-kidding, but it wasn't
funny to his boss, George
Steinbrenner.
"What's Billy doing- coming
up with something like this at
this time?" the owner of the
New York Yankees fumed
' after 'reading the Morning
paper , headlines that his
- manager planned to demand a
new contrail if his team
should win the American
League "baseball playoffs and
the World Series. -
"We're facing a hell of a
witliKarisatiati• This is
a tough team we're going
Against. Whitey Herzog has
Wine an outstanding job
putting MS club together. It's
nooth„"Juiit without many
weaknesses. We'll have ' to
bust our necks getting through
Steinbrenner reacted as if
he had ague pressed against
his temPle. Billy said'he didn't
-Mean for it to sound so strong.
"I just 'noted that Don
Zumner Boston) and Earl
Nearer' Baltimore) had,
_zotten, new contracts. And -
.suggested I deserved one, too, -
if we won," Billy said. '
, -Tinennstriontu astillccackles in the
Yankees' clubhouse despite
_Pbt8sard appearanees of calm.
The
ends. It continues to be a team
In 
-calm is preserved only by the
bripres:iiiin fttthis
team's winning surge- and
might snap the moment it
-
Stggibrenner and Mattin
Seim bent on . a collision
ar47d7e.- i-hard--
' guess who will survive. But,
with-- All- _their . personality„
flaws, the Yankees are loaded
with-la-fent. ,And talent wins
• .5, •  . - bthis series, all games. -
OOPS! - C • Roherison(43) of East iNoway causes a fumble en this play as he creams ball 'That's what.Billy ought to FIYING LOW - Charlie Santagado of the Middle School Tigers flies down the left side for a
carrier Timmy orIi. of North. East iecovotid the ball and later scored on the offensive toriCelgrathnti. This kind Bobs Bible- ch en oskoasosu gain of 32 yards to set up the firsilkof the game. SoatagotioIntd,o superb _game, bcrth in
Of talk  'it this stage is
R
- passing and in running.drive. East "'petits soften mark to 3-1.
(Staff Photos. by M. Brairiaa)
  GOODBYE lastowisy_Lekosi! went 38 yards down tht_sitieline on
• this ploy forS TO. Defending for North Calloway era Bob Fry* (21) end John Fix (7$). Dawson
hod a super game foriont.-- • •
,absolutely ridiculous.. If lin_ 4.-„-iltaye-- ---r---on eii—ek
, *As he is going to intimidate r„ ,' nil
'litt '70f- Ifft#Irat Gabe Paul *- NASHVILLE, Tam. (AP) ---
another this' rik
Brash Billy has done fl, player of the week - for the
again. 
Bible of Austin Peay hasprectide
ir:itg).,he's'
been chosen defensiVe football .
secOnkstr_aight week by the
-Just when it appeared toe olgo.Valley Conference. _.
.,_ _ _ 
Yankees had weathered their 
Billie turned, to -intranmai: prcifilerns - and ,tiveesinsts last
inflated egos, sniping and night as 'Austin Peay litplietclubhouse_ bickering - the Eastern Kentucky 20-17. .
feisty little skipper wi,,,,_.„-ath the- The_ senior  -linehanker-ireiii:-
self-destruct cc5nPles .....,.."' - jenn., is tied withBiff - _
- EThig. pin-strmachine_• •,-the' DVC _season lead
another  monkey' strienehliikii-- - _western"(
Now there Are - seriou.s tackles with 45. The OVC ---
: doubis that Martin can named Madon .the top
survive his $100,000 per year ''defosive., player in the
,
post with the freest spending -&inference lastSeatOtt --
ITPlor'hiV 14 th0 sPO, EL eirta it......,.,.-----..,.....-11ilirii.
. he manages to :take the - BASEBALL '
- -Yankees-alit)* wayr - ,-1------"-•-sof .-._ /rote:
Ebur times during the baseman • .Mcconey,_ -
regular season, he was on the released by t, teams a year •
verge . of getting the ligo, has been named winner .
.• Steinbrenner axe. Each time of th National League
- he survived, largely through Co ck of-tile Year award.
- '- intervention • of influential ..- he 39-year-old McCovey, a
friends at a higher level anhd,://1rar 8. e veteran, hit .280, ,t,,,ith
with m %Um A_RUSHI - 11M-11iiiillond quarterback just did get off an incomplete pass in time as theplayer hom he --2S-bOine runt and drove in 86
Heigi2 JaCILIOn• ' ' • Turd-fti-lheAllivr;ranciseo-ne firing in. hm1aracti7 are Jeff CartwriibtiliFfitiartdy liallay.416)741witibrgrove
-Steinbrenner' s patience Guth -f-60) and Kirk Warren whole firing in from the quarterback's left.t.s, ea am
reportedly is I''ve4761g thin- home runs and RBI.. - .____......_  ,(ivett Photos by MU Illobibil)
the Yankees''boat insists  jil
._that fiudecisi OR markt* will
'he made 1 the end of the
playoffs( or World Series, and
b__ the final judgment will be
1çft to Gabe Paul. .
--Martin is finishing the first -,
year Of a threeyear contract.
z ' It was while discussing this
contract at a leisurely talk,
- seharion-iii- his office
, dropped the current
bombshell.
"If we • win everything,"
Martin said. "I think it's-a-
ust for George to come up
with another -contract. If he
doesn't, I would have to
ititiNch on option pass ---"-s-e-n-eibout asking •.,
from Charlie Santagado. The ploy covered 42 yards with being stopped on the two -yard line _permission -to talk to _other
Chicken Plank.
Foui4endet. boneless strips cii
_whiterneat wrappeci in our
famous crispy, golden crust.-
served with a 'heapin:- helpin•
- fives: Ifs a scrumptious-1-
new taste in, fried ch'
. .
•
-FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - urged them to stiPPort the
The New England Patriots' • team. -
twA'All-Pro offensive linemen - was absent
have called,oft their bitter 24- fadiiicrtitilis effervescent • __-
day strike against the team, - on Chuck, a Patriots lawYer,
but none too eagerly. said he was "delighted" with .
- Guard John Hannah and the return of Hannah and
tackle Leon gray marched Gray.
separately and iblenmly into Gray- is ander' --C;ntnk-t.
the Patriots' offices Tuesday, _ through 1979, and Hannah
meeting a 5 p.m. deadline set - through 190.
'the-National -Football The -two -claim---foriner
League for returning .or- 'Assistant General- Manager
"retiringT" - ...2atatIlarihazy prornised_new—
The players will take up contracts if they made All-
their separate contract Pro, but Sullivan denied it,. -
squabbles with team owner The walkout was said to -
William H. Sullivan Jr -after have been staged by the playe
the season. - , s'agent, Los Angeles attorney
"I' was very, very, Very Howard Slusher. He also was
close ... to giving up football," absent Tuesday, but Hannah
Hannah said_ at a hastily and • Gray said Slasher told
arranged news conference. them to make their own -
'i was three minutes sway • decisions.
possibly from not playing
- .football," said Gray. •
. The two etVraliUt-Se. ir -Record--Sale -
before the final exhibition r7-
game. The Patriots, expedaTON, Ky. AP ) -
to be --powerhouse this A record $240,000 %Pas paid
, have stumbled to a 1-2 Tuesday night for a son of
record, losing two consecutive Meadow Skipper at the
. games by 30-27 scores. Tattersalls annual yearling
• A grim General Manager- sale, a Tattersalls spokesman
P Coach Chuck Fairbanks said, said.
"I _am-. pleased they are The spditesman said the
coming back, for their welfare previouk record 'price for a
and for 'the welfare of the ball standardbred horse was
,- club. At the end of the season $210,000 in 1971 for Good
we will negotiate in good Humor Man, another Meadow
laith." • A Skipper yeafling. I •
• Hannah said he expects Gerard obAift•tte-W
(!y_ -extensions ... can be'worted Hawk Alinahurst, bred and
-09D_Stran5,- 
„, out.” Gray issued an apology consignee': try Almahurst
--tcrrats fans f or -bad feetingie•-7-fann "of-teattalItter"-14*--
711 South 12th Street
1st Prize- $100 Cash
2nd Prize-  $25 Worth of Gas 2 p.m. CDT Saturday)
3rd Prize - Qu!!j!jnfd Dodge-aacket
(From ka.m. Wednesday Orpgjgb
One satorpar emir (yea must be 16 years or older to sitter)
'Mote: In ease bint-e;The earreSt entry will be deelareTthewirurr with the
later dated entry to be declared the winneulthenext
lkio obligation -Inneednothe present to win
For every entry we will donate
25 to the Calloway County
Football Team and ac ad-
ditional 25 t,_• t!..: Murray Nigh
School Band'
81, Sycamore, Murray 753-0632
OWISIV Vrenwritrffir67c-Aff.,
A unique probilfm- solving kit of math tools
developed with the cooperation of nationally
6-town
basedmath sySte_p_i* deeignAd spesecally22,
_ meet the needs Of baeter-s piticals. Aaskilit
- RrowThfaugn high scho61,167colispe, Ind into
- a career, the1-i-2Ritill'Continiiii to meittalt but.
the more advanced- math challenges. -
--TheStii-deeit 141—ath-Kit. _includes:
• 48-function 11-30 slide rule calculator.
-4. 224 page"The-Great International Math
On Keys Book"
," u-page Owner's Manual .
• qui me nc conversion reference card
. simulated denim carrying case
On the other hand, the High Ind. Seff6 (St
' k -J8rre rks- - -• 
• ' -410
Phillies  raed Dodgers' . Pa 
reliever Elias Soso for two Johnson 
1"la High' Ind'. • S •. 45°-ninth-traiing runs that made --Jane Parks 
Getaldine_hts -  °IS
Richie Hebner to start the 
Lou 
Smith  
ninth, birt Bake McBride Nancy
- • . singled and Larry Bowe --Margaret Motion
• • IdagIed:Tbatibstelkiltre-Mike 4"" 44'4 - 7142MarY arrt‘
Viekie flakef—':;":*homers amt ba in 101 runs
, ," 
Jane Par -144
WhO Zdk ...swited 38 Linda' Rion 





Tqla i.sT — 
- -World Series. Last year they Ky. Lake Oil Co
By Mike Brandon
'Sports Editor
If anyone has first hand knowledge of who is the best 2-A
foirtball team in the Distrid, it's John Irma. '
His Murray High Tigers-have played Mayfield, Heath and
Caldwell County in successive games. -
BuL since Hina-bas to face _all those folks next year and
probably would not care to gout on a limb and talk about
who he thinks is theteam toleat, we have another volun-
teer.
' Who,ela has -s---ten all three of the teams? Aim, the man
with the pen. Afteratl, the ouly thing I have to worry about •
-• onIM--fotaldrfteldIskeeping every pessible-statistic:ssrin-
between glances up at the action and down at the pad, I
haveseen quitea biLoffobtball thisftd1; -
While Hina has to-worry about 22 people on the field and
worry What Prays to use etc., aff I have to worry about Is
trying to keep the stets in proper order and of course, trying
- to keep from getting hit. ' _
So you want to know about the District 2-A. race? 'Here
eektweitCoutitt,-at this point, cannot beat Mayfield; -
The Tigers have siper backs, perhaps better backs than
Mayfield has. But Mayfield has-thepower;---the•-sizeand the-
-. speed on the lines. 'Caldwell County has extremely quick
lines, birt not the size.
emtatgay.t.6.clay_,Playfield would
- win. Caldwell County would eventually wear down later in -
' the game.
- . latayfield has the better. Boyd st Quarterback. Mayfield,
--..---ttartheadventaseen-thelinesandhlayf_ ,ield besides having,
--thetetterquarterbactr,hasatetteriecondary.- - -
Thetwoteains play October 28 at Mayfield.
-- But-the race tould be-over before then. Because on Ocl
- foliar 21,1-Mayfield must play at Heath. •
. -Heath and Caldwell are very similar-in Several areas, -
particularly in the:7*i)% the iithns code -off the hat
fortunately, they do not Meet this season.
. A pfoposal has been. submitted that each tearii -is- the
District must play' each other during the season but the one.
come-on-that action will not be known uhtillater.- - -
Heath has one big-advantage aver Caldwell: They have
the size on the lines. OtherWise, the two teams are identical.
_Bob Wrinkle is just as good. as quarterback as
Boyd, who haanot had a banner year for Caldwell Colufty
- this Season.
. Heath does ,not have the stars like Mirk Blackburn or
:----rgiiid-13-arnes in the-WO:field but-they -have-juSt aS matt-
offensive potential. - _ _
- ifeeth can beat MayliekL-They did it two years ago. And
right now, if the teams were. to play this Friday, Heath-
. would have a slighted,ge.
We really don't realize how strong football is in this area.
• -But you can helm thiti;_.the 2-A state champion this year
will heianenteniithreeteams, :r -•-
And at this point, Heath appears to he the team_to beat.
' However. Caldwell can't overlook Todd Central this
20--iday: After 'DIM-Abe Tigers are finished with District
play until they meet Mayfield. ...
Heath has only Mayfield remaining in District play.
Mayfteldbarto-play at Trigg before taekling- Heath-awl
Dear Mr. Brandon: - -
Before you write 'another artTcleiabot boxing, I suggest
you learn haw matches are scored in the U.S.A. Your pr.
_ticle :of Friday, StRt;_19th, SiPari_FmdicatesY.TrIleed
study the scoring-systems or' else you "Must-  su 
hatred for All that your better judgment was clouded by
yo _Muhammad Ali
A jab, under the scoring system used in Madison Square
Garden Thuriday night, gets the same credit ass harder
punch. However, if the punches Or jabs are approximately
-even, then tbr-rowid goes to the contestant that-hit-the-har-
der. If the blows are near identical in number and intensity,
then the round should be given to &e agressor.
I thought *axtrs fought extremely welt. lirdireerOunds
be could t)ave wert. WO IV
tingto Ali:
-We all know dist Alibas pas,sed his-peak, and I am sere
you are correct in predicting either Norton or Young can
win a decision over him. Personally, I would like-to-see Ali
••• _ _
- There is no doubt in my mind, and-I have loved boxing -
since Lwas a small child, and I am 674rears old now, that
- -regardless of All's pekonality, he is the greatest boxer (not
sluggerjsinç.etheearjy2Os, 1,110.11,wfifik I,Deme 41-
terested in boxing.
;This is the way I scored the.fight...RoUnd 1,ALi; round
two, Shivers; round 3, All; round 4, Shavers; round 5, All;
- round-6, Draw; round 7, Draw; soundlt Strayers;
Shavers; round 10, Ali; round 11, Ali; round Ali;
13, Shaver's; round 14, Shavers; round 15, All.
_





By RALPH BERNSTEIN Phillies take a 1-0 lead in the "Personally, I think that if Eastern Di vis ion !
- - AP-Sperb-Witter- -.--bestm+five-geme---Netiewat---thaukdoedaesulayrit* -Championship._  _
LOS ANGELES ( AP )- League Championship Series. all over,. as far as I'm Sosa got a strike on Schmidt
Husky Greg- Luzinski has - And after the Phillies' 7-5 concerned," said Luzinskrff and then threw a -slider down
suddenly learned to talk as triumph at Dodgers' *Win, they don't, they have to win and away that the Phillies'
powerfully as he sviings a bat. the 225-pound Luzinskt three-straight-in- -ou-i- -Park, third hacprnon ripped into left 
21 Luzinski belted -a two-run challenged the West.Division- where we play .75(t ball." field, scoring McBride from
homer Tuesday night that Chat-1109ns to put up or shut The Dodgers' Steve Garvey second witlithe go-ahead-run. '
help__ed - the Philadelphia up., -hea- rtf-taxinski's ultimatum Then Sosa balked and BOV/11,
and retorted, "Did lhey---sh0--hild--rearlied--third--
ptiorten the_playoffs tothe best Schmidt's hit,- walked -home, .
  -two-out-of
rough day today, but I think
Rt-We'll turn it arottnd." -FromOSer
• And Los Angeles Manager -
- Tom Lasorda-observed,  "The- LANI-10n.ft4  Md. (AP) -
, name of the playoffs is that Rookie Pat McKinley Was cut
you. stip have to win three, from the roster of. the
nines tn. wjss  _ft_ Sttre_w Washingon B
National Basketball -
AssociatIM-Th-e.




. wanted to win the rwst one, but
that doesn't mean we're outal
it." - 
The Phillies -Inistled with
confidence _ after the
franchise's first postseason
victory since -- -Grover
Cleveland Alexander wonjhe
first game of the 1915 World
Series against Boston. ---
_
The Phillies lost the next
four to the Red Sox,- and were
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE





IF your electric and fuel bills are too high.
IF you have to "cut corners" to pay those high electric
bills. —
11r-yourtamerresitly-vrastet as warm-as-it-should have
been this past winter. •
suffered through powerlailures or sh,ortages. _
IF you looked for an answer to rid4culous fuel prices.
IF you would like to stop. wasting_ your bait earned
IF you have wood available in your seek,.
IF
IF
IF you are concerned see your Fisher "Super Stove"
Dealer soon.
New ees n the 1950 Boone Laundry-Cleaners ... . 11 -5 -
dropped three- straight to - 
m.F.Aelnsrwah, .,._ io8 -1
, Cincinnati in the NL Playoffs. - - Keel's Purchase Tire/ . .. . . 8 8on Chrysler. .. 6
What excited the , Phillies T.V. Service Center . _._ ... 3 13
was the way - they beat the -- v HIV Team Game I SC 1
Dodgers, blowing a 5-1 lead in i:le, V../ .P1t. a" Tire 
the seventh When Ron-- Cey Astr°Car Wash 
blasted a bases-loaded home Keesp re 
 High Team Game119C1
0111, and then coming bicli in M•F-A. InsIns. 
the ninth to pull it out. -- 
M.F.A. 
}Ugh Than:Series I SC
Actually:the series opener_Wa.8_ decided_ _ whece____ffieny 
-- 
Paradise Kennels 4. 
ThlYTots. ..-.----r-  
-
_ experts said it would be - in High Toon Series fFlu
the bullpen. After the Dodgers IFtFrIsienilennels 
.. tied_it 5-5 in the seventh and Keel's ParS-kase,* ,Tirtii_  ,
` knocked out Phillies' ace ..k..,„ Bian'ci.5" "''' .‘"""e f's _ . _
Steve Carlton, relievers Gene Jane Parks
_ Garber. -and- Tug .mcG.... !lira( Hi01 Ind. Game I FI(
. contributed 2 1-3---innin_gs of Geraldine Mathis ..------ - - --





• Clear, rigid plastic
• Airtight fit .
Stbp- drafts
•Yaint--trim with latex paint- or stain
• Save up to 32% on hbating & cooling costs
- -
Change menttitY to improve effiCiency of
your furnace/central air conditioning
system-you'll save fuel (and money!) in the
process. Popular sizes. au 1" thick_ I"
20" X 25" 14X25-" 1-6" X 20" 11" X/0: 
OF 
6'` EACH, IN L
16" X 25" 20" X 20" ,15" X 20"
 — ,
it pew the luttetr_eo your. =lir award kw die ent-deer glides wit
--tradillphspeestr-Paelliet W. deer dent hpht goos off. Ow stops it
ohetrosiseielietr 141.4.26eop New. 11/814010M. 114.16
MANN Mem Odes SAL Mtli control. 11/6S4511 161.66
REG. $41.88
ds alarm to wake yeu at the earliest
es of a fire. Battery operated.
19•1111-(061-iltraing. Batts. not incl. 14/1V2-B
Protacts_pipes from hauls* lbenewsti, illet—islet.
-21/13-30/TP . s
3'...6.80 15'...9.15
IPAiony More Sizes he Bohm*.
WRAP-ON INSULATION
Rborglost roll orreprtrr000dr pss-Isj to proms
freezing in winter, strootingin.sunimer.21/1111011/40
3" a 35-ft 1.9, 6" ir 3-54t- - - 3.79
•am ilia 111111111111W apt non not angs._ um I
FroiWi ELECTRIC Bulbs
Choose NW, 75Wer 1001k. 24A4352 /820/5033 I
Coupon amploos:11011. U. 1177
UNIT: ONE PER ADULT CUSTOMER
mos um no on am NUM Sam ---  
Without
Campos CO
• 18" GARAGE BROOM
Palmyra bristles resist mildew...whetiii. 24/25-3490 1
Coupon expires: NOV. 1% VST7` -
LIMIT: ORE PER ADULT CUSTOMER
4 PACK of '
Malmt CaMmx C or 0 CELLS- -
When you want to stain somelfiing, look to Ray-O-Vac. 4 s
Choose from either standard C or 0 wet. 14/20/1C-4 ' 1111
Coupes expires: NOV. 12. 1977
LIMIT: ONE PER ADULT CUSTOMER
Jaly 1-V--tuty- year will be----
required to pay one-fifth 
OA -%
.-11%-nao tondo. the $90--p3ari*-or -one- .-
 31% unc
1% me third (under the $150 plan) of
- of_
that year.
Any one joining the club
_after Julyj_of anyyear will be
'required to pay one-fifth
(under the $90 plan) or one- Our most luxurious Bonneville!
third ( under the 1150 plan) of
the initiation fee by January
10 of _the followilig_xtal... -
The annual Membership
dues will be payable mi., an
aapaa14.---ammigstntritit Or
guartieriy basis; the boar4
' ruled, and shaTbe pro-rated
lolhe-neirrest full quarter for -
members joining during a
calendar year.
New members will be liable
for dues from the date_of the
ership application's
lapprovel by the directors.
new memil„...ers_wp,LImie-
privileges im-
mediately upon issuance of •
the stock certificate, which
will be issued upon full
paythent of the initiation fee.
If a member resigns from
ore full payttfetitir -
initiation fee is made, the
board ruled, therer-will be no -
und of any p6rtRileof-the
fee. If the resignation-accurs
after full payment has been
maAe, a refund-orsiso Vpilt be
,by the dub" treasurer
-uprnt itilendet Of . • .
thember's stock certificate. --
AlSo, in Ur event tlf a
inember's resignation, either . _ R
edesigned
yolantarlly _er by death, the . , _
. membership ilial. for Nit
yeaLteMpro-ratedte_r_the-_-
Mu Churchill Funeral. Hwne - Shale; -4"- Jickson, Tn., and fraternal - affiliation, a ountry Ckibloard AdoptNewman of Paducah, Harold nationality, religion, or other
"Blankenship and the ftesi:. a ccbing to Walter ina Helen Pounded in 492:1- . on the.
Vadie Jackson officiating. •
' Grandsons are serving as sponsor of the dance; who fraternity:attest known in this-
Michaels of the Murray chlb, principles of scouting, ' the Initiation Fee -Schedule--, active and _honorary invitesthe pubitee attend. . area for the 25•1_ mile wheel_ .
pallbearers and burial will • • barrow pus for St. Jude Three new members of the period of time that ttie in- tennis players:
follow in the Salem Cemetery.
• , sisters, Mrs. Dessie 'Lyon,
_Dover-, Kra EStellEf7..
Stalls, lador, Texas; three
brothers, Oralee and Leland
Elkins, Almo, and W.C.
Elkins, Paris, Tn. ,
The funeral is king held;
- :today at
- Chapel of -Ridgeway Mor-
ticians, Paris, Tn., with-burial







A special benefit dance,
sponsored by the Murray
Squar-A-Naders of Murray,
will be held Smutay,October 9,
from two tii-ftio-p3ti-; at -the-
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park,-Gilbertsville:
Proceedi froin-the dance
will go to the WPSD-TV Lions
Club Telethon for Crippled
Children. The cost will be, a
-.Minimum donation *of five
&Mira tv_r  couple.
be
_Wang -Wooxlmite_a4 of P.





interested in forming a
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega,
National service fraternity
'will be held Thursday,
October 6, at 7:00 p. -M. in
Room 214 of Wilson HalLon the
Murray -State University
campus. •
Alpha PhiOnagi, one Cif the
available. nation's largest fraternity, ,
- The- fUneral for Denipsey Callers will be Charlie open to all college students
Beane is being held today at Central City, Bobby regardless of _rate, seX. _
came to Murrey State in 1957 from-
Indiana oUniversity at Bloomington,
Indiana. For a number of years he was
' -the eatire Theatre Dept. at Murray
State. Reflecting over his years at
Mrs. Donald Jones of 1608-Ifeenland,....44nrray, Johnson said, "I am very-
Drive; - 
_ 
pleased with the progi-eaft&tirehiiiiii"
Barbara Kemper is a junior speech' -made here at Murray State, in that we
and theatre arts major, and currently have tremendously improved our
the reigning Miss Murray State facilities asWell as our teaching staff."
University, she teaches Sunday School The University Theatre, which
at the First United Methodist Church, Johnson designed, has been rated one of
and- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. the--finest in the state of Kentucky.
W. Kemper formerly of Murray; Housed in the multi-million dollar
-Johnny-Cannon; a-junior speechaadaciliti-are-twohugeproductionshops,
theatre major, minoring in political a counter balanced weight system that
science. He is active in Sock and Buskin enables sets and other stage props to be
lowered or raised into position, a very
sophisticated - lighting and sound
system, and an acting area that
measures 40 feet by 60 feet.
"The upcoming University Theatre -
may be hunillar.to the community that Season will :Include something for • -
are in the upcoming show including: everyone," Johnson continued, • In-'
• David Davis,- a junior frank._ November the annual Children's
Owensboro; Leesha Hazel, a senior Theatre Production, in December: -
from Paris, Tenn.; Cathy Nix, a senior .James Schempp will direct 'Harvey,'
from Owenton, Ky.; Jill Samples, a and starting next spring we will do
- junior kith- Alt.-111.; Larry and 'Shakespeare's, 'Twelfth Night,' in -
Karen Ftiter from Butler, Ohio and March The Actor's Theatre of
. Huntsville, Ala.; others in the Louisville-wig bring their production of
_ production are Jerry Frank of The Lion In Winter,' and to close out
_ Paducah, Jim Reese of O'Fallon, fli., the 1977-78 season 'Hedde Gabler' will
Paul Petrasek Of Chicago, Ill., Elaine , be done as a thesis production."
Bass of Memphis,-Tenn., Pat Vincent of Season tickets are available at. the
ra; andRaliily Johnson of --UniversltrTrientnr15Mt-offterarthe---
Owentboro. •_ cost of 88.40 until showtime on Saturday
Johnson. the director or the show, evening.
- -
one p.m. at the chapel of the,
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) -
A federal judge has levied
fines totaling $523,000 against
-five Kentucky paving_
- companies and one from fowa -
which pleaded no contest to •
federal price fixing chattes.
Judge James, Gordon,
calling the price fixing
charges a "serious violation,"
ordered the fines Tuesday.
Medusa Aggregates of
Burlington, Iowa; Owensboro
River Sand and "C-riiillik,,of




Health couileit will, beet on roi..kssAlsa js4suptArector of the
University Theatre - will 'bekin his.-
IS.m., irMe conference room this
Thursda.z October 6, at 7130
tvliveentieth 
eked with 
season at Muny 
of the Purchase Arta debut ofStallford
astrici... . @a-V.BallisOnt Itir:ize winningplaI, "The Hot L
Melvin L. Elkft'ili, brother Ot
Oralee Elkins - and Leland
Elkins of Alrno, died Tuesday
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. He was 67
years of age and a brickman
of Paris, In.
Survivors include his wife,
:Mrs. Alice- Sanders -
Paris, Tn.; one daughter, M
Hartford.- §tone Co. of
Fordsville and Davtess:-
County Sand and Gravel Co
Inc. of Owensboro were-
fur fixing
prices in the Owensboro area
between 1973 and 1976.
In addition, Owensboro
River Sand & Gravel and the
Transit-Mix Concrete Co. of
Owensboro were indicted .On
price fixing charges between
March 1973 and the time the
ii1dictments were handed up.




The Subarea Health" The play will be performea- this




plementation Plan *ill be,
Theatre, located in the Price Doyleadopted .and Certificate. of
Need approvals will-- -15Wt_fini'artirtempleir,'car the campus of
discussed. %Orgy. State University.
The public is invited to . Reservations are available by calling
attend. ,- tfmvers4- eatte -Box-Office-at
Evelyn .Astell, Mountain 
vii„ ..,--"..,... 7.674797. or going by. the theatre during
Ryasell 'lle K • Fort Attorney's office sa
id the case II v-i---Lthe day. Admission is $2.50 per person.Class ReuniOti,vi , y.,
Home, Idaho; five sons, - - - was .. among the first
Charles L., Gerald, Eual;------ ,.. .. completed under-the-MU unii, He &Id October 17 
Ms play is recommended for mature Drama Club, and is on the state board
All students of thesKETV—a- 
of the Kentucky College Repubhcans,IldieneK4S-Pokesmati said. -
Denney, And Gary Elkins, all . Benent-DanCe Will trust law which made Price -
-of saris, Tn. ,..- - 
Lanford Wilson, who'ivon the coveted he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
--GNII-Schoot-that-wasteid at New York Drama-Chiles Cirele---Awaid
the Murray-Calloway County rii 1973 for NS Play, desCribes his show
Library in 1970-71 with the -in this tnanner,."The-scene a the lobby
teacher being Jetty Miller -of i nuidown hotel-, so seedy that it has
pw.illm.hmayondae a yr,eut!_:ciontobeart se17,venat
action unfolds the residents, ranging.
last the "e" from its marquee. AS the
the .community room of the from young to old, from the defiant to
HoMuprkrinsvillay. Be raednIralosaf vinthges ..tigeria vim each .0thec daring _thethe resigned, meet and talk- and
and Loan building. Seventh- =atm of one day.--- br-tise-realdtinh--
and Main Streets, Murray- ' ' • mosaic each character emerges clearly •
Reservations at two dollars and perceptively defined, and the sum
per person may be made with total of what they are - or wish they
Carrie E. Beale, 306 South were - becomes a poignant, powerful
Fifth Street, Murray. For  call to America to recover lost values
more information peril* and to restore itself in its own anciffe
may call Morris . Bauch -world's eyes." -- - -
phone 753-7456 after five Elm: The cast of the show Wades several.
. '1
Ditettofs Be-Elected
- local students including, Jana Jones, a
senior theatre arts and elementary
education major. She is active in Alpha
Chi and Alpha Lambda Delta Honorary
Societies, and is the daughter of Dr. and---
Children's Research Hospital, ' board of _directors of the dividual or finny held Benches for the club's
. Mr, -Beane, Age. 81. toriner-
F Mug Neves Servite 9e- ,SIX/11.10Feti. ky the chapters $ Murray Country Club will be members4 in the club. '--, twO new courts.-a..----
resident of Lynn Grover died tober 5, firj'- " m ,.. ' ''' UT Martin and Austin Peziy. named it a general 16i-ea-ea- froth& aalon atVolictty s - The formation --and -- -
Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the K tido'Reatport Includes 8 Bu I.'reaStr -a-et State UnioefsitY, and- .-for-the club's- -Metriberdtip meeting, • Mrs.' Don (Lois) maintenance of a 
'tennis
home of a son, Raymond Buel Receipts: Act. 642 Est. 600 Barrows & supporting sdouting. and Tuesday; .̀ Oct. • 25,-1t the Keller, representing the ladder.','
-.Beane, Hickory Route Two. Gilts .50 hifteirb
rwsosrady
75-41 00re; 41 25 elihanating barriers to, the clutiffiuse and beginning at ladies' tennis' orkimitation, - - A utility anteonceasiuns 1
His wife. Bessie', Died in la ill 21:240 Ibis' ' . S40.5040.75 handicapped.' w - ,,i 7:30 p.m. reported that more than 70 building near the courts.- "StMart* 1971.
Hug Market
US 2-4 240-260 Ibis• 
- 'He Is survived by. foui su!,r 2""t's
daughters, Mrs. 'Modelle Th- us 1-2 270-350 lbs
wean; Mrs; Lydia Woods, iis 11=V:5 
Mr1.7Verletia....lbseph; and OS 2-3 300-300
MTS. Linda Fay Wilkerson; -}k'
ars24'00470°
five i-ons,. lk Raymond_
James Harold, Half ord,
- and Glynn ' Edward Beane;
three sisters, three brothed,
twenty-nine grandchildren,
and twenty-nine great
- --grandchildren. . •
LIFE UNDERWRITERS
. Mdrray Association of Life:
-1.11i-alteiritern-- will - Meet
Thursday, October 6, at
twelve .noon at the Triangle
-Inn with Jerry Bolls, vice-
president, directing the
program. -All members and
interested persons. are urged
90.39.7s - Re pr ese ata tiv, es _ the -The. three, elected from At_ _ladies participated regularly_ Lightsforthe new courts., _
' national office, as well as. S34.00-33.00
0.0.34.00 members. of chapters in the,.
135.0046-00...ireA will be present at the
North -PTC Plans
• - ' meeting to answer question




Teacher flub will meet at the
school on Thursday, October
6, at seven p.ni. for the annual
open house.
Richard Valentine of the
COMmtinitY Theatre;
present a special program.
Plans for the fall festival
will bediscussed, according to
J.W.Jones, 'president, who
urges all 'parents, teachers,
-anti interested persons to
NOTICE
. Ray Clark, Superintendent, City" Cif Murray Street
-Department, announces that the Street Department
will begin tts annual leaf pick up service for the citizeni
'of the City of Murray effLictive immediately. Leavea.
should be put in plastic bags and placed at theciwb. To.
vail-thernseives-ofilitEseryleerresidertskedtu 
call 753-3796-beetiettilliours of 7:90 A.M. and 3:30
The regWar leatmaobine pia-up will begin Laterin the  




Refreshinfilits Will be served




Cutcheon, Donna Keller ' and
Prices of stocks ef boil interest at Mrs. Margaret pony.-
Times by 1.M. Simon Co. are as vetoes: A new membership dues
Indus Avg. 840.70 and initiation fey payment -
Alrcoint +41 plan also was adapted by the
-23% -xi, club's direc)efs Monday night
Astlarfetett—"------- =We -Ay- - ' their -4- ---- - ' - ' ----",---- . -----N%--411111- at ' Sk
toPer pieetint rr -Am Motors • 
-
A. T. &T. 81% -4.1 beeVneS ' effectively 1M-
454 J.' Opecliately.GAF
Gen. Motors  +
re -% .
70% .1 . ' Under provisions of the
Gen. Tire 
Goodrich 20,,a23r,,e. plan, indiv
iduals or families
Gulf Oil • 28% one joining the club after adoption
Pennwalt  2588
4 A' of the prograni Will have the `IBM 
Quaker Oats 
---,-.-..,1434-• +.1 r• -.
 2244 + ts -* option - of one ' of three
*REA- • -  211%-444-,
Western um-  unv Nee required' $450 initiation fee:
- programs for payntent of-the - - -
Zenith • 13% +%




EDT:today, tarnished to the Ledger-ft- - ever a five-year period,
Ilmes_by First_of Sfichigan e
Ford Motor Co -
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
list of six nominees, will in the club's tennis program - Security iighti foi the
replace R.T. (Buddy) Hewitt, this =tuner, using the four parking lot.
its. Betty Jo PullOm and Courts foiror _play cin  • - An  electric  water
Club President George Oakley-an average _of four days_ a fountain
on the boar& Thetr-thretynar week-. .. • --Mitch needed repairs be
terms will expire Dec. 31.- `Mrs.:.!Xeiter._also. _madevillia.two older cot:tic-7
NorMnated for the posts are several requeste.with the lad the wire fences which
iriferittibeit-lrulte,- Wire-Oh= youlruturilidY lriarotinethent • -_
over a three-year period, or
 23% "4 • - Payment of the full $450
Ponderosa Systems 14% une upon their approval for
'''Ximberty Clark . aux  -- membership. - •Union Carbide 
WY.  204. '*  —The
Texaco 
281/4 +4 that: -General Elec  SI unc




Grand new looks. Grand new luxury. Grand new Prix!
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810
Our little Sunbird takes the fun of driving seriously!
tirebiftrs hot. And we've got it!
Phoenix LI! Our newest itl*Unif 'compact!
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Soviet •dtclaration, arinhunced. . •itttemationciii - 7 ."pdarrgreedTid17:117ttent4five'/ . formula for holding a Middl
i'.
t - cEast peace conferenee-
•Gerieta. - Daya-rt; ; facing
,reporters in the early hours of -.
.the. morning _ following .
marathon. talks with Carter,
emphasized the formicia initst
..NEW YORK (AP)- Israeli-
Foreign Minister Moshe
y a n , =
controversial American-
be accepted by. his
government 'Ind by Israel's
—Arab- neighbors. He
might well be amended in the
III • • II III El III II II • 11 1 III III II
N
I








A - ii Iff al IN ill ii II El 111.soinairmalaili
r
A I JIILILA, j11._11101 IImoll..111..I.
".   Ii g: • • • iU 1a • • • 1.,`, ,M O
. II—..0 [U
•
UTTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP;
— An infant girl who:fa-fa
surgically separated from her
conjoined .sister ismaking
medical history each hour that
she lives, says tte doctor who
-perfoiined Uig 'opera-Wm-Dr:-
SteVe Golladay said it is the
He
as •ictured
We here were kiintinaiteast thee fey ether area :root—eat discoontprices
Padded
Gun Case
For Shotguns or Rifles
Reg. 6.95









Now you can own a 30 variable scope at a fraction
of the normal cost. Sportview mod. 71-1399
All Sizes In Stock
Reg. 19.95 t.
Special
Limit One"'"epair $ 1 09° Pr.
111TH d WESSO
Rifle Ammunition
$ 99 3O30 Cal sox of 10
30.06 Cal. $249 Box of 10










Fan Jet  Lightweight
Professional Blower/Dryer




Kosher Spews 24 or. Mr


































first4-'1ime an infant .
survived more than six
after:an operation to separate
twins barn with one trunk and
a conjoined heart. Golladay
-isi43heseven-pound,,3-week-
old girl is listed in critical -
Condition and has a 50-50
chance of survival. The infant








Sate Your Choice 96
rIGH
UARt
-tit pay Mare, to heat or cook
with gas no matter what a
congressional conference
ceitimittee does on natural gas
price controls. After a long
filibusier,_. the Senate on
Tu-anjiated:5048 inTaffor of
-federal :deregulation of
natural gas prices. The House
_voted aggaikt deregulation,. so










Federal Judge John ..k &rico NEW DELHI, India (AP) --
has completed his . Two" of".-Ifidiii's t leading
involvement in the Watergate newspapers said today that
saga by reducing the prison Prime _ Minister Morarji
. 




,,,. tiahdhl by arresting ' her,
prematurely and jeopardized
the scandal. §iiica on Tuesday Gandhi was freed Tuesday by
it‘future in the process. Mrs.
rt• -it-Tilie Pals Year , a Delhi magistrate who said '
sentences of John N. Mitchell, thjohn.a. Ehruchman and HA.1....., ooe governmentuffie  gave
ierouodsfor













There are no pantie lines to
show under your clothes,








, * FROZEN FOODS*
Frosty Acres
_







Bart White Cream Style
Argo June
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AimO Area Residents Show Mow
- Photos and-Story BY Lowell Atchley
- Murray ledger and Tunes Staff Reporter
Reuben Rowland said it had been over SO years since tie
last made molasses.- • • "
But when E.R. Schroader and Thomas Lamb Jr. asked him
to help them make molasses he oblidged. •
"I hadn't fill-gotten muck". Rowland. said_ps_
( skinutied1-a-pan pf cooking orghums recepily.
• '"iitY daddy had rtte Skunniing wtien Lwas 14. He told the
you won't learn any sooner. From that day on I made
mniacips," Rnwlancisatil 
Both Schroader and Limb sowed an acre of cane this sum-
mer near Alino. •
"We didn't do so well last year. But, it is good this. year,
plenty of juiee," Schroader-saict. •
Schroader said the two-had di strip the cane during-the
---weelehrsd-titen-giindaiii-COOROttliftweettond-?•-• - -
Judy Lamb-Avas the-l'ofticia4lnolauses4.snter'4--dueing-41ye- -
. recent sorghum making. -Not had," she said as the first
— -batch -cooked ofj.: "I think they need to-cook-a uttre longer .."
• though." - ' .
The fellows complied.
GRINDING- Thomas - -
Lamb Jr., , Richard ttiven
Schroader V and Jim




FIRST CAN — Reuben Rowland and the "Official —SJOKES HRE E. R. Schroader keeps the fire underneath the pan blazing hot. Notice' . .,,,tegIrne juice flowing from the spigot into tbelliVi, - - - - - Taster :Judy Lamb package up the first can of molasses. .-
shim*. KrucciholtrikAiidi. Headquarters...
invites you to their
Biggest Dishwasher Sale Ever!
These KitchenAid dishwashers are priced so low...some prices are censored!
Come in...see...buy...and savemsavemsave on a beautiful KitchetiAid !
The Custom...
Featuring Sea'', Semi, Cycle.
Plus it, other cycles is soft
your needs. Sari Cycle.
Energy Sorer Cycle.
















Plooss and %ivy y
Merrily Ledger and Times Staff Reporter
Where can you find a lawn mower guaranteed to run at
least until- you get out of the parking lot with it? Or when can
you expect to find just about any make or model hunting rifle,
or a rare Mountain Cur hunting dog puppy„ak-a-pocket knife'
valued at over
The answer is in Murray at a first-of-the month happening
the oldsters call "Trade Day" or as the younger set would
say the "Flea Market." .
Browsers at the Monday, Oct. 3 market at Murray Drive-In
found the dogs, the hunting guns, the pocket knives, plds
-muehmere. -
Murlene Outland, Route 8, Murray, exhibited literally a
house-full of house plants. Harold Gibson, Broach 'St.,
Murray, said he attended a number of trade days siinplY to
swap, sell and to chat with the people.
"It's called& Mountain Cur," C.C. Downey, Paducah, said
pointingto-i puppy thit-WecThiliiid through the door of a • - "rtir
large box. "They're prettirare and are used for bleat:141w
squirrels or possums."
Ed "Box Car" Bowen, West Franklin, flu., exhibited a large
- was. worth ove—ij23(107
"Would you take my picture?" Emma Lou Cole, Benton,
asked. "My family is always telling me I'm wasting my time
coming to these things." -
-STRAIGHTEN9'1101INIT Inez -NOte-r," Paducah,
straightens upsonne antique glassware in an-exhibit
she-had MondarTaruring Murray's monthly trade
SALE — James GibbOns, McKenzie, Tenn., left, makes a sale to
Donald Whitt, Hickory. Gibbons exhibited at the Murray Trade Day
Monday.
PLENTY OF PLANTS — Mudene Outland, Route 8,,
Murray, sits among some of the plants she exhibited at
trade day In Murray Mondiy. • —
I
7- -
SOME tENIFE Ed -Bo\ Car-. filow_eq, Watat Franklin, IIL a •
-colkaani and trader is pictured with his laele $2,500 knife— ,
exhibfted during Trade.Day Monday. -
KAIPC*31,1Ali
FINER POINTS — T.R. Pace, left, Paducah, and C.C. Downey, Route 3, Paducah, discuss the finer points
of Mountain Cur treedogs. Downey's dogt is a Mountain Cur, pictured. -
,
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_(at participating retailers)
Send for your coupon wdrth $2 off your-holiday turkeywhen you bu
9 products shown beloW (at regular or discount prices)/• ..
-  submit prootsat ntleCtlaflaby_Dscember 2,19Z7
Ihni any 5 of 9 participating products, any size On this form
check product purchased and note retail, price paid Include your
cash register receipts,- with purchase price circled and other _
pcOdis of purchase as indicated below:
Lys oi liourdS 
!Saw OFF FRONT LABEL)
,
Lysol Spriy $ 
4000EJ10. FROM BOTTOM OF-CAPN
fthtl.yr, rreotr
-
CODS NO FROM BOTTOM OF CAN)
(SOAK OFF FRONT LABEL( Lysol Toilet Bowl
. Cleaner $ _
  • isom OFF FRONT LABEll :   • - -
Powdered
0 MopMot Er'ovelner°1 s 
(SOAK OFF FRONi LABEL (PRPCE SPO7 FROm Jr OF PACKAGE t
MAIL ALL TO LSE $2 00 Coupon Offer PO Box NB-754
El Paso, Texas 79977
Receive 52 00 coupon by mail within 2-3 weeks
Mad.wai.  w,, 11110CA5N4.WAV mt.{ 5,-A 404 where pro4rtutarlDe4atto 4m4
row relunel pet 1egd;LOS The, cemItcure ore De friNoducell and
must Ku:trot:Nosy your reruDO oNsres., 1..0,4,00 ''a^sterabO 0' 'ttet''''‘abil
rot case -
 .•••••• ami.mr-romorms voimir aftwor•;:whi••••••10111610111ridmi•
r-
C45521kr10.'1  II 
rlifrilk"‘Val-PCIRE COUPON_
SAVE 10c  SAVElOt ,
Oft Lysol
IleleeelnICT 
I 1- f On LYSOI
Disinfectant SPTIAv i I - li i Deodorizing
.--- 1 IS .cleaner
,...,i41.."•--Nenin 44feiti,r1, ...1,0.,/
Spray Lt,;trie./
i ..... Joe. Ye ep, I • •,,' -,4 -' raw -+Ii,.., ,srii• • ....r. , 1 . _. ... ,L ..e. ...).r ••• • ;WV,' .••14hr 11.011. 1. 10-
:.:151.41 ,V".".".iwalisn'i 714"4"Cingeon;"47e:irS(Tr1:7710.3. .




,.. ,',4 ; ,., er •/ 'V - ier••••:^4 'ea,. an, et.rn
.. A ry,0 w.....-......e. by ..-....,^ a
..,..,, t,... .0 Ye ,.: A C..", ft.. 44.741,- 4.--
t.„..upset!•,•0•1 ova Ile seer ellr ..te,•; Cr.,... !"_!_
W • : -or ;...ve, •,... N. vv... 4.or
,n  ,,,,,, ,,,,, , ,,,, ',AKA t sAlmnieethenm.
...1:710,1144.-4",...ii lereees'an' Dr*Wkseeenr: 1•05%•••"ft..: O,47.
4.....,,, 541.-4.m.c=1,-444i,-,..,41444„ - I -I .2,..4_olia.....err‘ tams -..rurer_ yote,:taeutiro_D:itra....'re rz,:. er13-ny ya A ,Zal am:1,e Lad we
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Slices, Chops, Shreds, Grates, Etc.


















weeteesawrawes swam a 6111%110
SPIV RU I V
MMMOLM POEM WIMP
For UPSET STOMACH, HEART BURN
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114.95 value only $2.99
PLUS a $2.00 mail-in rebate from %Jetta, _
Your cost after rebate 991
NOT A STORE COUPON
CASH REBATE OFFER
2 • 006Rocx OF PIJRCHALSE TEE01,IEMED
Please Mail
,   .1
AR requests must be accornosnred be Ors coupon and the words II
Ake. Auleamelle A4uslang :ISM Med* Reece horn the tor. De MD I
IS p FISZO/ plICIIRDL• OREN .0‘11 IOW Jt/Ny 31 197e end tended In one g
'z . I Mc ',Machold Send coucein end pool ol pun-nese to 
1- 4 011t/TTI ATM' WO R 11111ATIOIRIIR.
--1 10-0-085 OM ST. PAUL. WPM 811111 11.
% .. ` RIAIL IN COUP—ON 
,...,-.-- i •
,. — — MD fia =‘• 
..'1%':1;-:--'1':::e.••:_,14ff*;#.81-•*.r111 444•1•:i. • •rs. • An/axes".
L • JL, I !
nasouitir
:Home o1evydy1qwprloiôMatcjnl)
( 10% DiscoLinf fb SenVor Citizens 601E-Over
FREE Family PrescriptiOn Records '
FREE: Tax Records
Er'41Panaullt4MlirCMCIF-ReCeltrs--Ortd'StateM nts





GROWING BIGGER TO SERVE YOU BETTER
NO NONSIANSE:20C BAN
TONE-S00-10< KERI LOTION-20C
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TTI WHY TRADE AT SA V-RITE PHARMACY?
•
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to fill your prescription exactly "
requested 41.-1 0*-fohylw"rw Tp Will 
tion m6re times than your physician wants. And to  inform
. you of any possible side effects which you may experience.
fronNthe medicafl9p _ 
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to maintain a patient profile
record of all medication taken by all _members of your
family, and to. keep a record of the amount spent by your
family for prescriptions. _ 
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGajOilork our _pharmacy open
nights and Sunday to serve your needs.
- • WE AT-SAV-R47/ DO CARE. We consider our pros
depoilment of utmost importonCe in our busines ond
ly strivo to give to our voluedcustostyksitse most




























WORLD SERIES BONUS OFFER
20,000 CHANCES TO WIN-10 CHRYSLER CORP CAR-. 










BONUS OFFER BY GILLETTE
TRAt 111 BLADE'S _ 166 































Salon Week will be observed in
our community, as well as
throughout the nation, during
the Week of October 2, 1977, by




WASHINGTON eAPJ','-",--,1114h leniency is contrition, a Whereas, the members of
H.R. Haldeman is repentatlethread that ran • through the this national professtonal
' John D. Ehrlictunan has petitions filed by the three association elf Cosmetologists.
"demonstrated continuing convicts' attorneys. established in 1921, to further
contrition." John N. Mitchell Ehrlichman's lawyers the highest standards of
- is "truly sorry." • pleaded that he has been professional beauty care,'
Their lawyers argued before disbarred, is hundreds of have through their training _
U.S. - District Judge John J. thousands of dollars in debt, is and creative talents,
Sirica today that for those in danger of losing family ties enhanced and maintained one
reasons, and others, the three and has been punished., of our nation's greatest
men should be released from enough. . - wealths, the feminine beauty
- prison new.- - -- They said all the manel,ba-,--of America: - - -
Each man was close to received for his novel "The Now Therefore, I John E.-
Richard M. Nixon when he' Company" and the television- Scott, Mayor , of the City of.
was president. Each was series that it spawned had Murray, Kentucky, do hereby_
Tamong the most powerful men -gone to satisfy lawyers fees. „proclaim the „Week of October
-, in --tha- -----Arsk--•--Nficen--All-Nroalthe-eonvicted men 2, 1977, as, •
:-_-- i administration; ,-, - Xach „is made Similar ceferences to National-Bias—Ai
----serving at least 2% year in being impoverished by the Salon Week
and comiiiiiiid" ft ilia- Its -
theme, _ "Your HairdresAer_
Does It Better," to the at-
tention of _ourcitizens in order_.
on Oct. 28 at the federal prison to recognize 
Cosmetologists "
s ironies of Serving a superior for their dedicated services to:
-caulP.-. at Saffm111- Ara" Who tilatetilardoned." - the grooming of women -for, who will be 51 lalialciernin 
prison for multiple
acts in the Watergate cove
,
Ehrlichman, 52, will h
served a year of that senten
Watergate scandal.
, Like _ Haldeman,
Ehrlichman' mentioned the
granted to Nixon,
speaking in his petition of "the
2.... e1.----liaidemeWs petition -sa
this 
. id- grasur beauty:- 
WEIthInteria alb Nixon hid made clear in his In Witness Whereof:t have'
'1;414).)c-' -."`"4' on June21' television-interviews "thathe hertmata set my mixt-Auld-
". Mitchell,' 64, became a was the principal actor in the caused the Seal of the City of.;.prisoner at the Maxwell Air obstruction of justice in 1972 Murray, Kentucky to be af-
_.:,,Pn-re. _fixed this_ .3. clax..,0Lattoberi_
rulos the =At ud,Y. - - Haldeman's lawyers argue(' 1977. - • --
--TheYhre-the-hisl Watergate - that-if -thatrinformation-had- joha-E. Scott
'figures still in Priam- been available to Silica 'when 'mayor
Haideman1,--L•_chief.,_____4 511111_7 he sentenced the former chief
the -ma= -vrnuu MUll.s_n__.s1UKI 01 'staff, "Peft-Ps t)INE BLUFF, Ark. ( AP)Ehrlictunan, the uumr-m-le would have imposed a lesser • Mrs. Bob AbbOtt_ _-'-4etinseior; asked that -their- -sentence.- _ an
be-- iut tu mideno
o_filinneAtan_ "Miteher,-W-1-w-o--4--eeks 
has grant.el similar Nit tut, matron noted that be-death-last-year-
pleas in the past for such since his sentencing he has storing the house as a museum. •
a, Watergate figures as John-- become a Widower and that The house has- sentimental -
Mrs, --. Dean, Herbert W. Kalmbach, his 15-year-old daughter, attachment for . Abboit,who said t, 
James W. McCord Jr. and Jeb Martha, has been "the 
tha asleen.-ager
she took speech lesions -there
Stuart Magruder. He has said principal victim .of these - fin ?sirs. Mitchell's mother
that a necessary ingredient of ' events.'-' - the /ate Mrs. George 13eid1:- -
--The 'house was built in 1895 -
by Mr. and Mrs. C.M. Fergu-
son,__Mrs. Mitchell's
grandparents.
_Mrs. Mitchell wasibomin the
house Sept. 2, 1918-.
MALKIN:1M BEAutyligON WEEK for October was proclairned for the city Of
Murray as Murray Mayor I. Scott signs a proclamation while offiters of the Murray
Unit of the National-Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association —left to right,-Deb- ---
bie Nance, president, Kay Ezell, secretary, and Carol Hill, treasurer.,-- observe. "Your.
Hairdresser Does It Bette' is the theme of this year's beauty salon we'rk by the NHCA
which was founded in 1921 to create the latest in American hairstyles for hairdressers






Some of the house's original
furniture, including Mrs. Mit-
chell's girlhood- bedrobrn•furni-
luie, wilt be in the museum':




• Trigger control dispense..
• 94-ounce tank 
  --ShampocrIcaerverierator
- Complete with brushes
• 1 7 peak HP Motor ( 79 VCMA HP)










HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) -
Torn and ppilomenDrake,
who quiLtheir jobs and solct:
their-ear-and -other valuables
to buy lottery tickets, have one
last, and remote, chance of
becoming lottery millionaires.
Their dream of winning the
--Penns lvania Millionaire
Lotte dimmed Monday,
e of their 1,203
was picked from a
containing 40,000
A4cher finalist drawing
held later, using 40,000
tickjt drawn at-random froth'
pt*vious .drawings. The
-could have from zero
to l203 tickets In that batch. •
What we
set out to do," says Drake, 20,
a real estatibicikei Who plans
• to _resume selling soon. .•‘Ve.
wanted to improye my wife's
health, improve our lobs, and
spendmore time together."
reporters he's considering
buying a computer to beat the ,
odds in the nelt million-dollar
lottery game that begins Oct.
Lottery officials were
skeptical about Dralre's, idea
to use a computer. Conrad.,
Stouffer, -deputy executive - -
director of the state Bureau of
Lotteries, just chuckled.
-Don't you think with -all
this national publicity., his real
estate business will be
helped?" he asked. -
The Drakes' attack on the
lottery hasñ'tbeepa total loss.
They've won over $15,000 in
instant cash prizes, but more
than $2,000 was eaten up by
taxes. Ille----Draltes- -Spent -
$14,100 in buying 16,000 lotfory
ticketC • •
_, Good Hosekeeptng.
magazine says the Drakes will
write an -ac.e9uat of tliair --
experiences as lottery gold-
diggers.

















FITS FULL & TWIN SIZE BEDS











































OCIMIER 11, 1977. -
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.










FIELD S12 oz. PKG.
PRO-LEAGUER_











BRACH'S. 12 ea. BAG
CHOC. CANDY S "1
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:511
‘ "kiddy Raines, tottie Smith, and Pat Raines (middle), AI Of Ttliytiat, Tenn., enjoy jum-
-2---'-'•#ft-g' rope as Michael Hunter (left), Paris, Tenn., and Larry Mainers (right), Puryear, turn
the ropefor the group during the fourth annual Piney Lampers Fair held recently at
Piney Campground in the southern portion Id. TVAILand Between The Lakes, the
1'0 000 -acre public demonsiration area in wentern Kentucky and Tennessee.
•
TVA Photo
 The Sonic Dnve4n WI be temporarily
modeling.
We voiultlikeTVIake this time to thank our
many customers for their patronage ovirthe
past _2 years. .We- certainly appreciate your
• business and friendship.
Ilpon our redpening we plan to offer faster
service and supeilor quality food.:.
Oil May Be Linked-To ncer-
- • EIREt1C.ENRIDGE, Mich.
(AP) - Gratiot County
officials are awaiting details
of • a new federal study that
indicates the oilindulry May
be linked to an abnormally
high incidence of cancer in
this small cormuunity. '
The National Cancer
Institute study- 'nye Gratiot is
one of 39 counties in the nation
which have petroleum plants
and also show "a consistent
pattern of excess cancer
_deaths." It is the only such
county in Michigan, the study
said.
A report last month by
federal and state authorites
found that Hodgkins' disease,
or cancer of the, lymph glands,
is 12 times more common in
Breckenrailge than in the
general population. .
The NCI study, reported in
the' Oct. 7 issue of Science, the
journal of the American
Association for Advancement
of Science, shows a pattern of
excess cancer deaths in areas
where the petroleum industry
is a major employer.
It does not name 'in-Y-7
businesses. However, the
largest such industry in
Gratiot 'County is Tcital
Petroleum, Inc., located 25
miles west of Breckenridge
and employing 210 refinery
__workers. _
don't belie" here td atty
higher rate of tamer --among
amdng any other grolip of
'1-K-1 ,ple in this area," said John
0 Brien, Total's yiff
president for industrn12
relations.
O'Brien said he had oat seenthe NCI study, but saki that a
American Petroleum Institute
study in 1971 concluded.there
was no clear indication of




-the newest study. should be
interpreted cautiously.
However, he added, "We read
it as a lead or clue that
perhaps there may be come
cancer risk associated  with
tiltlietrgleuni trldUsta._" —
Most of the counties studied
_ were concentrated in Texas,
Louisiana, -Arkansas,
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'LE POTATOES n 300 size.
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CRUSHED PINEAPPLE 41 -1
ASSORTED ' APPLE SAUCE t.  29c:. .
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fr COCKTAIL it 39
CHIP' 
2.taLPiLL   MACKEKA1___. 49e
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• Service & Courtesy
you Ore
accustomed to
them (the workers) than
FOLIC ART
 WILUAMSBURG, *Va. (AP)
-  The Abby Aldrich Rockefel-
ler Folk 'Art Collection has put
on display a 19th-century fire-
board with a landscape called
"The Castle of Montgomery."
Fireboards were used until
the rnid-19th century to cover
hearth4ipenings when the fire-
place was not in use,- but- well-
documented Southern examples
such as this one are rare.  The -
subject of. the landscape is be-
lieved to have !Seen •derived
from a-print or book illustra-, .
tion. ' - -
The painting iras given to the
museum in 1974 by Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas A. Moore of 
tanburg, S.C.-It was too fragile
for exhibitiontud was there 
fore restored by trainees in the •
Cooperstown, N.Y., Graduatt
Program for Conservation of







cPRESERVES 1%., br • 69
-WAFFLE SYR'UP
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tasically our BUDGET CENTER m.74 are pricadJaaira.
 Via *GA re National Brand rnerchandIes, hceraver, Open nen be oceraions
10A or .Natianal Brands will be. own* Iwomriwomme ea special sole pr
ices. 11114400ET CENTER items ere nor be sale priced
we nielebrin ON sante 
















BRAN FLAKES le e 6-9
cur
GREEN 1,9








ulest Virg. ia and Wyouting.W
study found deaths tratn.„
cane of the nasal cavity dfld
sinuses were 48 per cent
higher in petroleum producing
counties than among the rest
of the population. Lung cancer
deaths were 15 per Cent
higher, and deaths from
cancer of the skin, 10 per cent -
The earlier state and federal
study showed that the farming
community of Breckenridge,
with a population of about
1,400, hati.-146_ cases A
Ifoclgkin's -dieenasover „a 20- -
year 'Period. Dr. Richard
Yerian, „district -Medical •
director,- said the -disease






Various federal and state




have been unable to determine
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Sari:: NATIONAL WEATHER .SERVICE-
-THIRTY DAY otiteeits---This-iijhe way the nation's:
precipitation, top, and temperature, bottom, may shape
up over the' next 30-days, according fo th-e-YQ6i-3 -nal
WeatherSeiryice. _ --
• (AP Wirephot6)
r1111.1.Aliki OtT SRA% It F.
TABLEMITP'%tli*T%-
--i.-TAIRLEFRF.SH" PRO' M F
etl• Ki 4V.Itielt
F11.1. S SHIFTS hFi.H r111N
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-FABRIC SOFTENER--- DISH LIQUID
GALLON
101-1.1. FIND 511 1111.-NE 11 1-11‘
VAI S ‘1 ARILED IN 01 11--4.1110
11t 1 S WAIL l'ittiREINE11
11/A)Ftat 51)1





































%Ade • 5e, .
BIACK PEPPER 59e
'FUDGE or WWI o
FROSTING MIX 151 




















Is the BUDGET CENTER for-yotir
. . ()lily t-ni crn decide.. If sslioleso'nitjgtod.
at consiStet-atly lOw prii•es iti ‘iittr.concert) —
then the JIM ADAMS BUDGET CENTER
is the answer!
N"'4 l













• T.:: r,Trir. mu. tuts
A.I. •11./orl• 1111,1 Ade.- 44.. use,
f,, h. r luhe I.
I ur. _mu for.. opuitu, unu,
bruuol I .r.
whit 'clunk, for m••••1 o.
conoporrol u. oh. lun..gr C.
has,_ ihr.r font ler Errutr.. •ou





-F-KANKFCIKT'' KY' ("deP-- In the class," Bivens  was treated as an iedividual."
The . first' woman ever "This is as easy wog for Bivens said he was
admitted 
to the Kentucky people to say. Many times "disappointed Ms. Rogers
Ste Police Academy has inadequacies are brought out didn't make it, but we run a
been 
exPe'lledlar what state • a/K1 they fall back on this. She very rigid programpolice _officials describe as




discrimination forced her out
of the 16-week trooper cadet
program. -.
Lt. Ernest Bivens, state'
police public affairs Aker-,
aid Monday Ms. Rogers, who-
• is black, was 'terminated"
, the end of last, week becatlae
'her ciaulative grade averate
-- was too -7
"We have i very demanding
academic schedule," - Bivens
"-Thaeaditiliiiie -to hive
a grade average of about 75
--per centif,begimingwiththe •
third week, the cumulative
grade averairels1ie/oer75 per
cent, we consider them
r tin ina ted "
Bivens . declined ter- reveal
-Ms. Rogers' grade average,
saying "that would have to be
up to_ ter. it must 'be._ •
eihbarrasSing toter."
Ms- Rogers was the only-
woman among 48 cadets who -
began training in early
September at the academy
of the 48 who Gegen_ the cqurse,
ft. remain enrolled. Eight
()Topped hut or were
tertninatid for poor Fades.
replaceduringthe
first week. _
hope nothing I've sald.
First Woman Admitted To State Police Academy-Expekid-For Low, rades Z7prpeen haPPY twaleth
academically and .physically
and it's done for a purpose,
Those cadets are put under .a
lot of stress so they can meet
the stress they will face at a
"They didn't want me there-
ihthe first Place because' am
a woman aiid.a. black," Ms.
R6gers sald.-SWe Said ace WM-
itt treated equally as other 1----
iadeto and was subjected to
profanity on tars!. occasiop.s, _
once by academy comniander
Capt. Edwin Miller.
."I haven't heard Capt.
-Miller cuss- at ether-cadets,'-'
Mi. Rogers said.
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh denied Ms,
Rogers' allegations. He said
that if there -was an '
investigation by the academy
-staff; "the final result would
be ,180 degrees opposite her
sithements," - -





Jean • Blankenship has
Served as- a trustee of the
Calloway County Public
Library Board- for twelve
_years, and has also rendered
------herrtrerto the-local library-as
a member of the library staff
of the State of Kentucky; and
WHEREAS, _
Her wide experience in
Matters of community in-
terest and her thorough
hiowledge of libiary needs
have qualified her as an ex-
cellent counselor- library 
-
_state-11'00er.
-We don't want anybody- to
flunk out qf our cadet class,"
Bivens said, "because that
means a vacancy we can't fill
Aespedwiwesidemew_  
for along time. We need every
person we can get as a
codanissioned officer. We're
riot in the businss of flunking
people out of class."
, • -
-
pas a miss, Wednesday, October 5, 1977
Bivens said -There wasn't a we're not. But at the urn •„,
person in the state police that time, she's in an organizatio
wanted her to flunk out. We where she has to meet certai
were all hoping deep inside criteria and when that doesn
she would stand out and shine happen- that's it."
Sale Ends Saturday-
HURRY! cumulus LIMITEDI---NpGoodyearctor4 Sioerrythicventryres ill So be serecicoleadrinagll ocistax aTsu dbcay, h-
SAVE-WHILE-THEY:LAST-1 
- merchandise as possible before that date. And we've







Anx13 Polyglots whttowall custom- $29.50 $1.73 
4 21•Ipg1eiss ivisitireallauseima
-11N1S- Pelyalass whitewall-easter* -$41-30-- -$2.45-




A It 711u 1 3 71 Series Potigloss .$34.00 $1.24 -
Radial Whitewall
-9 Other Models Available-
-
91178i14 Pelygloss Radial IV .. r- -$39.80Z-82.79----..----!
ER78x14 Polyglass Radial II $39.00 $2.79
FR78x 15 Polygloss Radial II P $39.00 $2.79-






5 Other Popular Sixes
Available
'AN ttred-not available at all stores. CO for your aka,
'- ----stio oon . nes mowed
1178x127.„-: -$25.70 -$+.1124-Ply Whitewall
D78:14 4-Ply Whitewall $26.95 $2.09- -":-
F7804 4-Ply Wthewall `'' ---• $29.40 $2.39
G70x14,..-. 4-Ply Whitewall -e.-.. . $30.60 $2.53




H78xLg 4411.._Whiteivoll - $32.50 $2.79













APPLIANCES *TV AND STEREO
LAUNDRY
EQUIPMENT
. If Heavy Dirty
2-Speed Washer -- 19900
GE Heavy Duty Dryer  189"
G.E. Harvest Gold
Heavy Duty Washer   31495




-fral, her love for people,- and
her loyal dedication to the
-Waft oralibiiitY titistitias--
public servant have made a
- - -thistincf-Imetribution- ta_:_the
library progress of Calloway
zinnty and Lhe State at large; 
414c1
WHEREAS,
Her abilities have fieen
recognized by the American
Ibrary --Association in-
-assigning her-to a--very-
--Portant - service -- -committee;
WHEREAS,
Her term of office as a
library trustee is "now- ex-




That the Board of Library
7t-usi  why Count7. 
joined by the entire staff of
-said library, express to Jein
Blankenship our continuing
gratitude and appreciation hi 
her years of unselfish service
- and extend to her our earnest
wish for health and happiness
' in the years ahead, and
EI.NALLY; -
:That a copy of this
leghlidloirtin sprawl upon the
prmanént minutes of this
a copy. be-made
itiailable to the news media.
apd a copy presented to the








. . . '499°'




DUO' Chest .... 
G. E. 12 Ft.
Upright
USED MERCHANDISE
t9- Portoblo Iloeft4 White 29"
23" Portable Block
TV . . .. , . . 49*
14 Cu. Ft.







G. 1.-Nereest Geld ,
Ice thru. Door  ... ..  ... . .. s919°'
GE Gold 16' Frostfree $4590'
GE White 11' Deluxe  195"
bppas Islets . - -
Tappan with Browner.
GE Deluxe -
GE "Jet 90" 
GE 30" Gold Pingii-
SAVE COLOR TVON
_03EPort-A-Color 119°' 
19" GE Color. 199N
=_:19"- GE "Remote" Controh--.--.:-. $599
-7-5!ICE Dark Walnut Console 7:-. 499" -
2rZenith Repo Console 
Suit 19" Chromacolor 11 IV"
Zenith Port-Stereo .....
GE 12" B&W Port. TY . . .




• Complete chassis lubrication and oil ohange • Helps
ensureCr,Alo.nsglighwearing tarts and smooth,- rconei peformance
.
*ark foe** freeNattery Power Meek
$1388
-Atighttient esr•.-Parts extra if needed.
- Exclaidesisontwihseit-drlue cars__
• Complete anillYsis and alignment correction-to increase
tire mileage end .improve steering • Precision equipment.
--used-try expertentea machanTcs, Kelps ensure a preastrar
•
Guaranteed Winterizing Protection '
Well check entire cooling system and Winterize
your car to -200 protection - check radiator
and water -pump for leaka.,--Pressere test sys-
tem - inspect and tighten hoses - check tan -
belt - pressure test radiator cap - drain and
(An-with up to two gallons of entirreeerri.,„
We will then guarantee to maintaln your cooling Aistent antifreeze
needs for a six month period Should you lost-sew& all of your coolant.
we-witt reprice- amount- ireelhnitry eerblifrie to -lir weter-coottrtg-syr
tern has been inspected and.fipaluid_or certified_to tie In such _condi-
tion to avoid future loss.
Other parts additional-if needed.
$1588
Brakes- $408Your Choice 8 if needed
Additional
parts extra
2-Wheel Front Disc: • Install new front disc brake pads • Re-
pack and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers, hy-
-.draulic system end rotor* (does not ioclucle feta, Wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-type: • Install new brake linings all.tour wheels
• 1:V14)ga -front witTupelariage_. _Uutp1111-asuala-saa.oraway-
d raulic systems, add fluid. 
.
Engine $3688 dAd S2.0 forair condit0 ioning
Tune-Up   6 cyt. cars
• Price includes parts and tabor
• Our mechanics electronically tine-tune your engine •
New points, plugs and condenser • 'Test charging/starting
systems. Brno engine, adjust carburetor •• Helqs maintain
a smooth running engine - e. Includes gatsun, Toyota, VW
and light trucks,. Cart...with electrohic ignition $4 less.
•
ET-IV Mag Wheels
Exclusive Uni-Lu-gTM fits m04-1 possiiiir bolt patterns, in-
cluding disc or drum bolt applicatIoni. Chrome lugs extra
$2988. $3688 $4288
13 x 5.5 14s675 15 x 7 5
Complete Mounting Service Available












Just Say 'Charge It'
GoodyearRevoiving '
Charge Account .
• Goodyear. Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • Bankiemericard • American Express Card
• Cad. Ellowetus-lklanegs-Club2-- -
 RgieWimmwsmensweetwelimmemr 
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
Crertwright 'Vera limo 7:341-4*. MOH 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open friarintniiiii_!et...










14 Time gone • a10
----ts donning- 113
PAGE 9-g Till MUMHItry.,111)6111 & TIMS:Wedieediel, Weber S, IStf
Let's Stay (Veil
-,A). Mr. M. T. writes- to-6-7-
suggest' that more -t ofn-
munities should establish
and encourage organized
groups of runners, espe-
cially among youths.






















-Mach elistF I agree-
that rhilfiY benefits to a
community could follow
from such an activity, par-
ticularly to the younger
persons.
Running _ is becoming
' •
0E112 ROM OAR












23 Moving part 33 Soap plant 47 Mus C: as
of motor 37 Deceived written
25 Supports -38 Possessive ' 48 Transfix
publicly pronoun 49 New Deal
27 Babylonian 39 Repeals .agency
hero - 42 Mohammedan init.)
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NOT LAND IN 5cVAE-
BODY' OUTI20OR
EsAkEiECIJE
:IF LOUR QUESTION 15








much more widely prac-
ticed_ MP. MiNtit YOkitha
join in, .they are more
likely to Corttinue an inter--
est in this form-of exercise
in later- life. Rurmeri ap-
pear to develowagrnost an
'addiction' tprtheir sport.
Very ilide equipment is
needed - comfortable
Jathing and socks and
shoes that fit properly to
liat iiiesnrpo,"ntigercnrigaL  thgeroor-




Q. Ms. C. C. asks
whether the use of heroin
by a pregnant woman will
cause her baby to be an
addict when it is born.
A. The use of heroin by a
avoid rubbing blisters on pregnant *omen estab-
the skin, of the feet. The lishes dependency and ad-
only precaution is that a diction at birth of the
physical checkup should be . newborn to the drug. Such
done by -a physician 16—an unfortunate circum-
determine one's tolerance--=litarice can seriously itft-
for running. It is a- de- pair the health of the
e(-enereise-infant. - -
'Itnd pts_icen _streets on the Opiates pass across the
heart and Other parts of the placenta from the mother
sport. can encourage tion in the fetus. Agriculture
circulatory system - • ; -to the unborn infant. This et_ - •
Running is a clean, safe exposure can create addle-
companionship and the Such a practice by the
benefits of group rticiria- mother has *01,1W :been
---4.froit-Thiii-liirin-oltereise -rifled by a-coirTin _
is healthy and 'produces a gan to bee-form of child
, admileSoMe- fatigue and abuse. +-This ruling could. • • • Your wcudertn1 Imagination
What kind of day wijI
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sigh.
ARILS
{Mar 21 to Ace. 20)
Opposing views indicated in
INAUGURATED - Dr. Morris L Norfleet, left, president of Morehead State Uniyer- am n° harm willensue, don't battle them, butsity, accepts congratulations from Lloyd Cassity, chairman of MSU's Board of Regents-- where you can help to prevent
during his inauguration as MSU's eighth chief executive. Cassity presented Dr. Nortleet • wrong moves, STRIVE!
with- -tha-Preiratnitia'AlliialSek- -1-yvitheiTatAiniy and- iponsibilitv of ihe" TAUSWit-- - Hc•71,F.--
( AY) rm. "hatoveMr way Wirth you
when your better self is out
-- -front - which it should be now.
-Day requires patience and




(May 22 to June 21)
"zestful sleep. . have serious implications FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - indicates aflatoxin a result of the spread of can lead you to new avenues of
The extra energy of in the future on the rights Agriculture officials are contamination may not be as aflatoxin in southeastern attainment now. Mobilize your
youths can be construe- of the mother and child in ' gearing up a statewide testing severe here as in other states, and that test results _variety of gifts for tackling a
-lively employed. Runners the use of alcohol and other -program for Kentucky-grown . southeastern states, he said. -, --from-them are generally not_ _ difficult or new type of job.
corn to determine if the gram- Harris agreed, saying a---avnentote-for-twn-to- -four coiCutare:usually happy and out ' dnigS daring pregnancy.
,of any mischief. I have
read 'any ffgures on
-the . crime. „rate-anion&
nmnera.butIamcertaliat _ _ _ -.been tumid in high_lefelCift __However, in order to comply _said, moting_that-tim---grakt--!-datcea-and meant d
Is very,- very low or noilex- -the' Perseids is a spectacular corn haqvested in other .. with FDA standards setting „Munt_either be stored in a fill ir needs: Use them 
-Went- - - anntlatmeteor shOwer-1W oc- , pmnissabif jiznitc,--AnAhL-Lseparate_btn at the eleventi
(June 22 to July 23) et)has been contaminated by a large majority ef grain week& Uncertainty could offset thetoxic fungus. Samplts have notshown any That rail* tear up a results of your beet ay.,.
The fungus alfatoxin has toxin. --farmer's delivery," Barris dicis,,,;.e. There irs--11141
• W_ Runners -Cliffs' curs each 'AtIgust.- 192I,- ob=„ St a t-e- 4Vg-ti-culiu-re--amoutof aflataidi-presein in."--iiipace if istrailable, or k LE° - • 44,:ict .
. NW* bertilltareled in manY servers law up 4° 25°-Cla'she ^-----"--,— Thomas G. gratis, several Kentucky the fer-mer's . ii......if (JBusluessuly 24 ti) Aug 23) undertrue%
 hout the Per hotir in the height of the -̀'""li,u""7"'
United States. --Pre. showeritut 50 flashes is said-to Hams 
aaal---interview---laberatories-will-begia-testing---preliminary . —hl'e-k--- light excellent influences. You can
be average. The shower is Tuesday that ultra-vkilet light - for- the -fungus. They include• screening indicates fungus _aaw make progress to areasden'ts Council on Physical
named for the constellation tests in samPles--1 - corn the. ,state diagnostic may be present   previously blocked; can alsoFitn and Sports, Wash-
n.c. 20201_ can Perseids, from which the mete- delivered by _ Kentucky laboratories at lio,pkinavige -- Nato{ us is harmful. • pitgjiza. on now ifieas.
.'"-- 7f--- in _ 'Ors apneas-10 ziriginate ' -- ---latinera44--graiti--jeleVato -esanittexingtee.unieentity '-'-.-.Labo-on" ' 1_ -- GO -- ' ''. _ nr,kitprobably answer- any' -• indicate aflatoxin may, -he of Kentucky. College • of must indicate- that the, grain (t.'•,g• 24 to Sept. 23) 7 -AIr...speciany ravoreu TIOW:
Present. . ' ' 4grienituret ital Menge- ccmtains less than 20 parts per -
* 
, scholastic interest&
-Anatolia is -considered 11.-, Murray State University. , ,..-ninion of aflatoxin for feeding intellectual . pursuits and -
. carcinogen, or .cance.rrcansing ' Harris said the state _to cows producing milk or government projects. Some
• agent. nutftseffect Off humans laboratories have advised him --Toting ' animals, or to be changes- evolving; will please
AS- not_ known. _said -.Lon that -they._ can - report the---Thealed into corn meal or later.
Townsend, manager of the results of their testa within 48 other human food. LIBRA
Inicll'food branch of the state to72 hours, which will ensure The FDA has advised that (Sept. 24 to Oct. 22)
Department for Human ' -i &e-harvest ifi not deU3ted corn contain•'- up-
iii-g-----i-0 100-.‘,.". _Don't try to cover too much
""" - • territory at once - a tenden_ _Resources. ----  by the slow return _ot.:_test per billion can be fed safely.to _ but with wen,pimeedcY
Townsend Said several. results. • mature beef animals and pitcedure, aim for top goals.
' ",,- Actitia indiCatealralaibleiliskii..-Aarrii - said • . -federal poultry, - .- —----anikgagion tangents-will only
-with-liver eallet -htd-del&-labgizi*orieitareoverleadedes-..- ' -  olessap-your-progreas.
- inineeliiiive, - - - -- - — • •
Dritg-Adminiatretiokeeporte ssjqn- "I e lect. 14 to Nov. 72)
i g SCORPIO
Mars inftuences tndicate an
!Let,He said the federal Feed-
there it no _data to Indicate a excellent day, with more than
--catTrzysr..44-3*.._r_ R one means sf aokanplishoient. _ -- efurns To.__ Capitalize an yo ur -abilities, but- from griin to the beef ._ remain tactfut cognisant of thelumed- hyditunatet, NIL__ • • .----.7Stitsitivity of eelier-7—'------there's no data to disprove it . LOS -ANGELES (AP) - It'
.either.. - -seems only yesteedity +,that NNW, says miss -Warz wn,--;:- . (8ANovG1723Atir Dec8 .--21) 4110.-461
However, a number of Lesley Ann Warren_ helve_ there's only one her. And that Fine wippets gives lift to your
animals fed aflatoxin- fight international evil in one hasn't done a TV show in personality, help you to spur
contaminated grain have "Mission Impossible" and over a year, the last being a activities to a lively pace. It's a
reportedly clled-,lit Said:— --- - -guested SO-Often iri other se'rieg --' sitcom- called "Snip,-" which daY for achievement. Just one
Preliminary testing of grain you felt six of her were at' NBC dumped before it even admonition: Be careful inwhom you ccafide.






























," . ' another.
politics by remaining
-independent in the primary- The task "-for
race. members have n
"We sought to raise money 'named, will begi
from sources other than the the state's welfar
speCial interests," _he said. next .year. It i
"We were naive. The money recommendations
wasn't there." to the 1980General
said he blamed only Ward has been
























---7. of mirestrained optimisre fiy compiling. info,
that led him to take any risk data.
during that campaign. He said He said Tues4






DecBut she returns to the tube io Jam 20)
Oct. 16, 17 and 18 when NBC You rnay be surprised at how
airs its adaptation of Harold little opposition you will face In
Robbins' potboiler, "79 Park quarters where it was expected.
Avenue." 
( . 22  VW
Miss Warren, who first ra
Use this advantage to achieve,ln
e 
thsPoVal way that will
1g IrralIrcrer-lion AQUIRRAYaw
F Ba 
"Cinderella," now will "be I Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
or_nknip . _ _ _ _ --who, to survive, sueeessiyely fluence& Especially favored:.
playing a poor New York girl Splendid planetary in-
--. --creativity, originality, 80y*_ becoiiies. a prostitute, a ., ,... i.,„.  .,..,.„__
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - government tins eau.* me to . strippeeanda madam. icuvur wi""! 
Involves ur*""6
..., 
- About $200,000 in unpaid debts negiect personal buiineee --Mmure in dtime ress public'ena mgcmg -
- — 7-from-palitiealeampaigns-have-intei cabs." . ---11Peorting-a-srmtil-Petrdet-burn-flretrie to •
It-aece*ary for former The 42-year-old Ward she suffered on the cheek A ' period for some In-
state Sen. Tom Ward of detoured from his political 'while taping a CBS musical tresPection- Through retlectiOn.
will get a-clearer vi Of the_,  ew
d ahe 
bankruptcy. 
, to make plans for
'1 .
Ward said Tuesay. _In- a 1-6b as executive director of 'se114111Poted Pr, hiatus from 
Gov. Julian Carroll's offer_of a she's been doing during bar re. ad '. , „,.. further egcemplislunent and
d 
- 
prepared statementrthat the the Governor's TastForce on Well, she said, she was in a 
—last few tliOliffis7 tatieliedia-Trelfate:' - - - --- -Sir-ea:woman play in-Chicago, YOU BORN TODAY are
, . ,‘A mit law peapicilave....._waru sailu_nityntreasiv- line • :...,Harry and waiterfklin-Ncw - aqd - -gzegariou•-. -are Out-
,_ "Vanities," ' a film_ :called ingWY imaginative1 productivei "time of personal agony. - u-,, •••.„
1,___explanataarmiesta_ ' He said that will allow hint
1,1 and! feel that! owe. a public
. here, Studio One. 
I:aro:ato:. You work with
"Nit: supported 
----------------- 
e$3"4" r . Paat •-effeetive 
singer




consen ate on persona 
others capably, but are inclined
Ward's unsiaccessful
road 
anShe didn't recall the last as to be "bossy" at times In fact,
your tendency to criticize tooor the DemoCratic 'business "and siari-an the time of much joy.campaign f ' . back. to honorablenomination - for -lieutenant . ,., t While she's facet& live harshly could alienate be 
governor in 1975 tett' him with an-a'aitliatian-4, Is 
has agreed 
-- audiences before, ' in -.- Zeiciul in ad4 gculd 1 7 mclige_t
the largest debtili lutiountingr, 
Ward -  said "-e 1-'9   M -,--,Breailway mueicals, she said.-__terests. my-wean this -trait
to $150,000, he said. . 
work partAime after Nov. It6 she had a ievele_osg_of_lbe...flighly-eareatiler-vni-evuld
. - tr nsition from one direetor to
laiiiill-Mlia-ThoW"Th-aaaisi:the-Malfrfarce7M-the willies when; backed by a _ excej._iwwfac, painting, the
combo, she stepped Aligner or, along' eratra-0' dif-
ferent lines, as inventor,befocelhe Studio One crowd to statesman, jurist or physician.,
,- whose sing:, - -
Birthdate " -of: George
reviewing experience," said the brown- Jenny Lind, Sleet singer.
yet been It was a heavy wesurighowe, Amer. innate;
programs eyed actress, laughing about it
to make now. "I was unsure of what!
For change wanted 19 do, and that came
Assembly. .through in the act. I didn't feel ,
laying- the
e task -force "Onkreviewer said hooked  . 
96011 dixTiliiie-a loiitlitilegfri: trying to- -
look funky on the stage. And
y he has that wasnotfarwrong."-- -
II to avoid But Miss Warren, wha has
all turn out all ri . , adding tnat 45 petfect pitchn says she
--In addition, Ward said he late as July some friends had once recorded - an album
had $50,000 in previous debts' helped sponsor a-fund-raising Capitol never released, plans
ihcluding $35,000 t from his- dinner for him. -- . - to have another go- at singing
unsuccessful campaign for the "Bin the money vrasnl soon - but not in a saloon.
U.S. House of Representative .% there," Ward said.. "My • This time, she says, it'll be
In 1973 and $15;0e0r0latfrTar lotri_t=rom and other financial in a recording studio making
ucce-ssfut state- - . - - . - -- InVire-canyinced ire—another ittbarn-withnewsongs-
1973. , tliat there is no alternative.' by a composer friend, Allee - vetrisi99 753- 1919.
Ward, who has been a Ward said a , petition ,for Willis. Classified Clitploy,
minister,' college instructor, bankruptcy would be -filed on __..Lesley„ who sets off Sunday , Claiiifind Cirs4/10-
buiinessman and farmer, said his behalf within a few days. oil a fooi;city tour to publicize ' on and fha Business
his finaocial problems have T --"There is no way that 1-".911 Park terrfnue, admitted gnu* - may
beeh compounded By the fact could feel greatibv rent** that in her earlieryears of TV reached on , 75 3 -
that "my - --iittensiwa- over this situation," WaletTliCting she wasn't exactly - 19 F6-ond 751111.19f 7
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i legal Notice
AS-OF OCTOBER 4, ISM
I Richard-krnold, -WM -
not be reapanaible for.,
any debts other than my








bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
sjze into any size.
Wallets low at24 mats, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
--ArtcraR, 118 South 12th,
153-0035. Free parking
lot; use ourrear en-












. is a way vthich seerneth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
way S of death." Are-you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read - God's instruction
marital, The Holy-Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until ire too late. Need
assistance? Call 753-
0984.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Luther
(Buster) Bumphis
wishes to ttfank the
many friends and neigh-
bors for their kindness
shown during the illness
and eath of our loved
one. Thanks for the
flowers., calds,
telegrams, money, food.
and your prayers. A
-special thanks to Rev.
Richard Drew, Rev. C.
, E. Timberlake, to Dr.
Hal Houston; nurses and
- of Murray
-HtispltalAfay God bless




Pursuant to the provisions of -KRS 376.280 and
to satisfy a lien for repairs and storage in the
...amount of $V.00 plus advertising expenses of
lit .161 will still to the highest bidder for cal1i10-1r
the benefit of the lien holder, Parker Ford, Inc.,
a 1972 Ford Torino station wagon, serial number
F2H42H229024F. This motor vehicle is Located at
Parker Ford, Inc., 7th and Main Streets,
Bids should be sent-to-Max-Parker, Box-618,-
--Mur1*, Kentucky 42071, beforeOctober20, 1977,
at Which time they will be Opened and the highest
bidder notified.
Màihikr

























Care . . . . 7534622 '•
Poison




















and clean-up man. Call
after 6,753-9539.
WANTED - GROUP TO
colle0 old aewspapers
-=f4refit. Call 271927.
LA COMPANY has 4
0. Salesladies
and Manager. Not door
to door selling. Part
time, .$75 wiek, and up.
Full time-$21)0 week, and
up. Car necessary. For
interviews send number




catalog sales kit. 40 per
eent profit. Sell Lida
Jewelry. No parties.
Call toll free 800-631-1258
MANAGER CO-OWNER 
ext. 101._ _ _
Sonic Drive In, Murray, SECRETARY WITH
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary:.
plus, 25 ,per. cent_
sharing. Must be ex-
pefienced in.. fast food•
service, good
__references. _and  _willing
to make small In-
_ .vesttnent,o •
918-6 87-61 98 for...Jim
Barker. ,
BELTONE FACTORY . - - -
fresh batteries. Wallis . E - - --
Drug Store, Murray, Ky. 'S'atLESPERSON






either part or full time
employee:Caltin peon •
at Paul Winsloies,







roqi.wstod. to Check.ttio •




one incoareirinsortion • ,
ANvfitROR.SNOUL&AF
REPORTED IMMEDIATE.
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTIYIFT' CATE-OVATV
ERROR.
3. Card Of Thanks
, HOUSECLEANER









hek; Meat_ be 18 or
older. Must be able to
work on weekends.
Apply in person only!
• Nee% 12th St.
6 Help Wantecl
SUBSTITUTE teacher




ING available for any
type business - "start-
ups," for expansions,
35c. Mr. Marken, 312-
392-1540. •
14. Want To Buy
FIREWOOD TO BE cut 1950 ALLIS CHALMER
on- the, Waives. Call 489- Tractor, 27. Call 474-
GE PORTABLE dish- SALE BALER twine, 9000
washer, $90. Whirlpool feet premium quality,
washer, $85. WhIrlpook guaranteak, $10.99 per
dryer, $85. Montgomery bale. Wallin Hardware,
Ward freezer, 12 cu. ft. 5 Paris.
months old, $200. Call
753-9240 after 6.
A HANDMADE SOLID
WE BUY used trailer, . black walnut bar or
Call 1-4424918 or after - linen chest. It is 40"
443-8515. long, 18" wide, 39"
GOOD USED mobile
homes. Call 1-5274372.
hight. Price $350. Call
Mrs. Mabel Piercy, 753-, -
0183.
WANT-1)-BUY used air
conditioners, .call Dil EXCELLENT, Er-
. 
FICIENT, economical,Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
Blue Lustre carpet1551. ,
cleaner. Rent electric_ 
WOULD LIKE 'to buy shampooer. Western-
, registered wire haired- '1:O, home ef "Wishing :
Fox-Terrieraauppy. Call - Well Gift Shop." -
753-5669..-
15 Articles For Sole
SALE ELECTRIC heater,
1500 watt, fan forced air,.
-a-utomatic. 4-1699.
Wallin Hardware Paris.
THREE huge hanging •
plants, Call 753-8625.
20 Sports Equipment
BRAND NEW ITHACA 12













Mai Coo* inn Repairs
FIREWOOD for sale. Call KeNy's Termite
& Pest Control4374319.•
COUCH NEUTRAL color, 11"" oa"::::.,;"'"
SALE grovE-Bomals-,• Contemporary stylei-a----alro
. 0.99. 32.• x 42L4mmi Deluxe  range'_  with--.---- 
irioSoutti istb St.
Phone 753-3914heavy lined, 24. x 42.,' good condition. Hotpoint
paris_rech. ...7______psrtoaerprieed_..ehtmp,yidith Hardware, databl  ov n, ...--7"- R°Icandhes'sbnibsSilverrtih
Cid 753-7591: '
SALE ALUMINUM -
ladder 5' $12.88.6' $14.88,
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'





white with ice maker.
$125. Call 753-2813.
SALE BATH TUBS; •
- --Altnelii whites, $59.95.-
_,•_ Calors„ $6g.99. Wallin
• Hardware, Paris.
to 4 year old in my Langrtare$88, iteris• . Wallin 111=111111- -
home - 8 a. m. till 
noon. Five days a week. 
.
. October 17 - December SATIE.,,pellrUB„„.. aluniphntum'08 
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
WxporekTie-Iiiiiireithilteehone zsaary- r! . Wkiredey;T:1•;14..man_f-ji dbath_bY.osifdttersogirnitol . 43:6E_Fiahroareilv7KrreHEN.,1144-1,  eeffiecets* :1-itr:- 19 Farm Equipment
ADDRESSEItia-__-_-WANaae,..._ailecemik741411 •  ' -1.-7 .-- *-----, _ ---7. - -k--„Maingiiinery, 753-67
60
excellent pay. Write 
: INTERNATIONAL colial -
American SerVIC4I 050 - eveninlls-Must,-1_ _sUPP1Y-- Wamhxxitluvelln. - - trOl: Good undit -
--444.---Lane,- Saf Ilk  - mterencew ruwie -M---. -$17.314hmile_19.9w LY13°3--- ----earrfage: -Good coST----3154. - •Dallas: TX 75231
 . • $22'95' Wallin
litevAre dition. $7,000. can 1-896-
•
2a Miscellaneous




SALe, CHAIN saw chains
1E" pr 404 pitcji to fit 12"
bar, $8".95. 18'' bar, $9.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and
bars to fit most chin
saws. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
1967 FORD 1 ton, John




and D edger trimmer, a'
and D hedger, ,2,50 ft. ,._





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all _mattresses,. .
- Healthopedic or foam.














SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain, saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each. -
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack--
99 cents. Heat bulb 250
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris: • • -
A USDRUG
•PRESCRWTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT-AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMITICS
aliGILLISTER OSTOMY PR,OPUCTS
COMPLETE BEDROOM -
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and anip.
Electric welder, 50 amp
SALE LAWN MOWER and miscellaneous
n" cut 3%4 h.p. B and 3' Warm.- Cau-753:8127.
BABYSITTER WANTED
-7:724012t114filifil cilly Or Right
kWANTED: Management •
ik and training 'personnel.' -
Major caporition







envelopes. Send a self-
WORDS A R E addressed stamped
INADEQUATE to ex- envelope to Fischer
our appreciation Enterpriaes, B9x 127
and thanks for th@ many Eureka, South Dakota
acts of kindness and 57437.
sympathy extended to
- us during the illness and
• death of our wife and
mother, Mrs. Cork L
_____Poyner. ' -
_.apecial thanks
Murray Civitart Club fat






Dr. Thomas and Dr. _
Hoganiamm, the - am-
bulance . drivers, the
consoling words of Bro.
Richard Campbell and
Bro. Wayman Chappell,
the songs by the choir,
the pallbearers, the
---Wvices of the Max
Churchill Funeral
Horne, and ---for--- - the
- "donors of food and
flowers.










in person to Walt
Parkins, Paschall
Truck Lines, on Satar-
day Oct. 8, between 8





-Registered Dietitian for 228 bed 4. C. A.
. Ad-credited H6spital: Must bye at
least- ye _years -experience in_ Ad-
ministrative and .1'Werapetities. -
supervision-of-aempieyhes:-Silary open.
Good fringe benefits program. Contact:
Administrator, Jennie Stuart Memorial
Hospital Hopitinsvilk, lty. 42240 (502)'
uaOpporton_ity lo er.
HONE 753491
r WOODEN ROM &Art 1974 165 MF, diesel, 4
Excellent condition. Call speed, 1000 hours 316 IH
753-0089 after 4. plows, 10 foot Burch
HILL ONIONS for sale.
Luther Parks, 435-4518.






floored, reedy is we. Or buy e WOW oil dim Celepleto ono
ready to eralable hi top to 24160 tioulerd, bet we proud any silo
seeded. Shop Om rest *ea cone to Costem lett end boy tbe but
oss.disfor lmimmegISTOM SUitT miasma Oliku11166 753-tit
4
NURSING DIRECTOR:- LTV
"taw BS Degree with a minimum of 5
years- administrative experience-U.- 228
bed JCAH accredited .hospital.
open. Good fringe benefit program. Send
  -Admirtistrator,---Jennte-Stualt
Memorial Hospital, Hopkirisyille, Ky,.
42240-(5021886-5221). _Fqual.Opportunity
Employer. -
REAL ESTATE tar _
We are in need of licensed-Reid Estate-
Brokers and Salespeople, including man and
wife team, in any town or village in Ky. or Tenn.
up to 100 _miles from Paris Landing. We will help _
you getearted. Come, call or write our home of-
fice J. H. Austin, Southland Real Estate, box 233, -
OartseMe, Tina. 37040. Office in stone building
on Market Street, 41A and 79 Highway. Call (615)
5524831.
Wanta first_class-bargain on ; ridei Lake, on Donelson Ba
Excellent fishing area, good hunting or just a wonderful
shaded restful area to get away from it all. Two lots side by
side - just a short distance off blacktop, quiet, secluded area,
has 12 wide ,mobile home, furnished including TV, cistern
already in, septic tank and lines installed; Its-ready for you tt)
move inNOW. .
Oats Realty had it priCed at $12,500, we traded for it on a
bolt deal and have no need. fo-fi It So -buy now ar-*Miiii
- S4,000- off affall priceTenly in16750:00.
See us now if you want a real bargain!
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,
INC.
Take 94 fact from Murrai, for alum 2 miles - take right on 280 tor - miles
mist Ronner's Grocer' ... Don't turn... straight into Panorama to o sien
right, then left - Congratulations - You's e found us!
Don McClure Grayson M. Clore
at. •
JUST REDUCED
Are you economy minded? Transferred owner
must sell this warm, spacious 4 bedroom, 1/2
bath home that offers comfortable living for a
large or small family at an economy' price.
Separate-dining roonz tasteful decoration, tree-
. shaded lot,andohourfrint outside storage make











Warren Shropshire. . .753-11277
Romer Miller 733-7511
Reohen Moody 753-1036
~11. B. Nook 75 3-2387
INEMBES OFMATIPLE LISTING
111111ABLE REAL ESTATE "AUCTION"
(Oct. 8th - 9:30)
To Settle The Late Mrs. Thelma Mills Estate,
From Paris Landing State Park, turn northwest on Highway 119 and go to CYPRESS BAY RESORT BM, turn
right on Cypress Bay Need and go to Sale.
SELLING:
1 - 1976 color Zenith TV, diamond rings, 2 ladies' watches, 2 men's watches ( wrist & pocket), 1 -32
caliber automatic Colt pistallcerimore walker &• bich.es,„ j:Lgaym/matt,,_ dishes, Icitchen utensils,
bought can goods, bedding, Samsonite luggage, cedar chest, silver set, tourines, old crock, wheel
barrow, 2 platform rockers, tables, lamps, pictures, baskets, sewing machine (2), Er drawer chest,
Philco Upright deep freeze, heater, round table & 4 chrs., Naugahyde couch (makes bed), toaster, iron,
vacuum, new hair dryer, jewelry, jewelry boxes, 2 clocks, lawn chairs, flower boxes & hundreds of other
items. • _
1 - 1969 Ford Fairlane Automatic transmission Station wagon, 4 door (good mileage). •
1 - "Monarck" Mobile Home (12'60') & Lot. (Lot size, 100 by 140-197). Home underpinned, antenna
on top, good garage, central heat & air, stove & refrigerator all at one Price.
1 - Farm containing 107 acres more or less (mostly wooded).
TRACT NO. 1
...Containing 4 to 5 acres. 500 ft. frontage on 3 oaks gravel road, 588.5 ft. frontage-on Ratterree Rd.
measured Lk platted.
TRACT NO. 2
;Containing 4 to 5 ac'-es. 851 ft. frontage on 3 oaks& Ratterree Rd.
TRACT NO. 3
Containing 96.9 Ac. 1719462 ft. frontage on Cypress Bay Resort Rd. & 752.58 ft. frontage on Ratterree Rd.
y ALL TRACTS SOLDSEPARATELY
Reid I stitd satirised 1 - 10% Deis ialonco wit* 41•44
INVEST IN - A RARE OPPORUNITY - NIGH POTOMAt. - OUKI RETURN




_ HASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
Hulle V;Hastings, N6. 234!-- *Freeman Earhart, No. 573-Auctioneers •
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24 Miscellaneous
SALE BATH TUB faucets






sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.






Like new. Also 1974
HondarcR 125. Call 753-
4443.
We will give fou S50, $100.
or up to S150 for your old T.V.
Choose litagnarox cek4it-1
and we will give ros ilk be
your old TV.
low monthly payments with
old 1.V, as down payment.
Come in and see why we sell









281, Murray, Ky. Call
502-388-2430 after 4:30 P.
m.
28. Heating & Cooling




29. Mobile Home Rentals
DOUBLE WIDE for rent
_.•_is Awns v
ILE .41311. 3E 31E1 X la
14 Houses For Rent 43 Real Estate
TWO BE BOAT-A-LOT? BUY A____
HOUSE, furnished, 1,0T! This is one of the
couples preferred-WI-stew goody : -Laker --
753-0293 after 5 p. m. waterfront lots left. It
has approximately 160
ft. of water frontage
with good year round
water depth. Beautifully
wooded and just off
paved road, owner has
















blacktop road in Hamlin
area about 15 miles from LAKE PROPERTY -
town. $150 per month; • just listed, 2 bedroom .
Security deposit home. in Pine- Bluff - 
required. John CTrhoreiL-Holi-leTs-situafeti
Neubauer Realtor, 500---"-00 waterfront lot wlthr.,.
Main, 753-0101. lovely view of Kentucky t • .01 F OW,* S.../K
Lake. Priced at only 36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, Pasture lend 'also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37.Livestock Supplies
FIVE YEAR OLD Bay
Gelding, OW. Call 436-
5412.
HORSE AND SADDLE
$450. Call 436-5356 after
5;
DOBERMAN PUP







' wormed and shots. $125.
Call 1-442-8135. • ..
41. Public Sales
$17,900! Don't delay -
-phone us- today on this 144)-RATHE-R NOT Pi SCI464 E
PERUD REALTY' 753- E3COR THE MOVIE AND -n-iE Tv1222. We provice the full -' -
range of Real Estate
Service. .
49 Used Cars & Trucks
197e111 E Chalkager,
0000. Call 753.0464. FOR RENT - •Niiw
economy-ear,





fine property - KOP-LANCE AFFAIR. I'M WAVil FOR 11-It






GUY SPANN REALTY - REALToks
527-'We go to extra lengths to _ t Ca
serve you. Your interest 
edetZ wihgrain bed. all 
:27 91). ODGE. 2 ton truck
and desire are our
primary concern.When 1968 CAMARO needs
ying or selling see the south t2th at Sy calor. work. Call • 767-2512
43 Real Estate
COLLECTOR CARS for
. sale. 1960 T-Bird, 2 door
hardtop, original fine
car, fully equipped, with
air, baby blue, $2,500.
1966 T-Bird Town
Landau 3 window coupe,
rare- car, all original,
fully.__ equipped with
leather interior, $2300.




1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
173 MERCEDES, low
-mileage (37,000). All
extras. $8900. Call 1-442-
1322 after 5.
ref ansianats' -Guy TELEPHONE 7511861 between 5 cogrtplli: "-
 Spann Realty. 901
100 Acre' 12 riiiies froth • Sycamore, 753-77M:
pasture and gardening. today! Wilson Ins.
Plenty outbuildings. _Real Estate 753-3263
Only 8 miles from anytime. -.
YARD SAIZ -11/18.EadaY __beautiful Ky. Lake and °  full time, courteous real
and Friday - Antiques - .._Paris Landing, 5 miles BATTLE OF THE estate service.
bean pot, jug, oil stove to Lake Barkley. $17,500 BULGE Fighting to.
and electric stove, one furnished. Only% down. - PrVvide enough room for
mile from Don and J. H. Austin_, Southlimd growing family? We Plwdem &Thrimit_
Donna's Grocery', On R e a I: e--;have a home wortW-,011.-ii siEseeme- --
cukrriaitektn, - your imthdi  
lots of winter ..clothea. 
Soutitskio Court Squari• spection that is very big igyfrey, howl






FENCE SALES at Sears
. now. Call Doug Taylor
1951 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, truck with
new rebuilt motor. Call
753-7948._
1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and




Call 753011 or ISS.-§
1973 CHEVROLET
pitkup Cheyene 11zper
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakei;v1IF and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs







124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
---Ky. Gall 5224507.







Doug'-Taylor at 753-2310 --
for free estimates.
51.Services 0144
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to, 24'
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 oe-





• -04-sULARON BLO' WN in FOR 1$Acrilok cL
high neat and cooling 437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
by Sears save on these _bulldozing needs. _Ca1_4





TREES TRIMMED ancks-7.7_-"realunnmimmodeling siding and
cut: Call _753-4707. gutters. Call 1-354-890L
 or 
WET BASEMENT? WC. - 1462-41".e-- -- -
make wet basements MATURE RESPONi:1
dry, work completeW. --SIBLE individual will
guaranteed. Call 'or babysit in your home on
write Morgan Con-. weekends. References
struction -Co., Route 2, furnished. Call 759-1241
4B200ox14.09Aphene. Paducah, Ky. after 5 p. m.
• 
CARPET LAYED- -night 142770X
work guaranteed.- Will
MA V I N4-4TIOUREE Measure. Call 1$4131
Paris Landing and near home lace 
only- - -- -- - --ilia- ----getibeit---
$keen-ew•H__og,oa.a43&__--.--
tAftPET I N -
plumbing lobs done? 
Lake Barkley. Price FAIRVIEW ACRES - 3 mile from Murray on 
automatic, excellent pickup, Datsiln, Luv etc. • Then eau mutat
' STALLAT1ON and_ „
$375 per acre. J. H. bedrooms, 2 baths„ large-Ilk acre lot. 
mechanically. $900 or Call 753-1820 after 5. '
Austin Southland Real family room are only a 
best offer. Call 436-2627 ..  L4CENSE17----ELEC- - - Measuring. Measuring
nucuN and gas in- of house FREE. Install
WHITES CAMPER
Estate, Clarksville, 615- few of the features of workshop- -and extra 
Concrete block between 9 and 6 p.m. SALES authorized
stollation will do a types o carpet and
552-6831. this quality built home outside storage building, 
Starcraft dealer for both
nice garden area, lots of 
1976 DATSUN *pickup,
red, Aild_pd iape,_ mow travel trailers and fold 9elilumweehle e:a_nling!e;_idiiin Twend._ ____evxinpeylr.ier?evee.rprof15essiyeaonraai.___.-iiftuated on an extra
SIX ROOM HOME on. 2f_ ...large lot. Central heat trees, shrubs and • miles. Wheels* Call 753* 
d__..lowneri 1910.78. models , 7203.
- -dr- workmanship.
acres. Very levely and and air, over 2,000 sq. ft. flowers. A pretty pictu-..•- 1820 after 5. ok . - 
: ,..._ ..swevassg. --. service
fertile land, good for Yriced in the 30s. Call - Arlso;_wt, sell. . Good„ ,. • _.FOR YOUR septic 




f inu saen_cl 
and backhoe. work 426-243.
needs. Also septic Linkcing available. Located
on Highway 94 East. 
cleaning. Call John e-A RPET IN -4 miles East of Murray
4136..an2586e. Phoron4e34.7=6. 9 or STALLATION, all work
guaranteed. Call 474-
2789 or 474-2376.




Phone 7534825. YARD SALE, Fridaf • good trailer. Very close lot with fenced back
BEDROOM- trailer- - 
-'7 nn Highwa/I- to the water and near - big--'--yard. This • -home is a
I" in 
at Shady Oaks Trailer 
South, Sth house paa--,=-41ris Landing, move-ft- --challenge----to---- the
`•• Ceneti_Call 489-2533.
Toaos- Body Shop. 9-5.
Austin, Southland Reit- -eonServativ-e mind. Plan'
Estate, Clarksville, 615- it while you live in it. 4 or
552-6831. 5 bedrooms, large living
- MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.





- 7 dishwasher, washer-
dryer hookup, central
heat and air, private  













, carpeting and lots of
."0 closets.- Can be- seen- at
Owens Food Market,
33 Rooms For Rent
:SLEEPING ROOMS with
refrigerator - for boys.




YARD SALE: All sizes
thcloes for boys, girls,
men and ladies. Other
misc. items. Friday 8 to
5, Sat. 8 to 3:30. 121
South, 3rd road to right
• (Neale Rd) 3rd house on
right.
- 1312 MAN. Lovely older
COLDWATER YARD. home with style& grace.
SALE, several families, Large scenic lot. Lots of
Friday 94. Medye Lana closet space. Large
books, --filibricriii"---rooms. Partially
Projectors, toys, Milli redecorated. Two
apartments -Ipstairs.
This  Is  the_type home
everyone wants so give
us a call.WIldon Ins. &
today at $6,000. J. ft imagination of the
room, bath, in Hazel,
DESIRABLE 312 ACRE just 10 minutes from
troet, located 5 miles --Murray. huroediate
South of Murray on West possession. Don't let this
side of US 641. Excellent be. • . "the one that got
homebuilding site or away." Call today.
business location. For BOYD MAJORS REAL
information call ESTATE 105 N. 12th,
STINSON REALTY, 7534090.








through Friday 8 to 8 1/2
mile west of Lynn 











Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
the lovely manicured Murray Country Club golf
course. Three bedroom brick home, large slock
barn and 16.72 beautiful acres with over 2', 300
feet of fairway frontage. Excellent development
potential or an exclusive country estate for the
discriminating property buyer. This is truly an





 75 rdrat =salt •
George Gallogher 753-8129 Geri Anderion 753-7132.




on this country home









location. Priced to sell








List Your eroperly With Us
SOS Mein St. 753-0101
for pleasant living.
Priced in_ the low 30's.
Phone- KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
45. Farms For Sale
ABM -'46-ACRE mini
fermi; iiiiany excellent
- building sites. Call 436-
5574
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
Call 753-0170 before 5 p.
m.
TWO BEDROOM frame
house next to campus.
Call 753-5259. after 5 p.
m.
41.47 LISTEDIncome
SMA1 1 FOUR ROOM
house, 4'7 miles out 121
South. Ideal for 2 people.
Phone 753-7948.





Nova, 6 cylinder, Cal 753-0605.
automatic, low mileage, 
l
-
one owner, $795. Call
419-2293.
51.Services Offered LICENSED ELEC.
_ _YRLCIAILIK04211/. -
--'1MvoireatiEttare- went lemice.-Y0 
1ns-CAIMLAC_ Er- 'Stearn mast-
753-060S. .Dorado Coupe, iront 8 cents-per sq. ft. and we
-wheel drive:- All potver will 'elean -14allwa
$950. 1967 Chevrolet step free, limit 4x10; A 10'
'van, 36,000. ifctual nwn?
-82,000 of best offer. 1967-41411- Call - 7534334
-753-0359.'Toyota land cruiser, 4
wheel drive mcitor, $300.







AM-PM tape deck and
tilt wheel, 5400 actual














exterior. Also dry wall









for nice pickup truck.
- lfri7 Cher",*0-pe
tty1½ story- h.p. Excellent condition, also 1955 ctevy 2 door
frame home bxated
-near University. . .2
arlartments. . . one
currently leased.





'JUST LISTED - Older
frame borne located on
1/4 acres in the heart of
Murray. 3 Large
Street bike, $1200. Call
6424494 after 4-p.m. 753-7382. s
1974 KAWASAKI 112 400
hardtop. Call after 5,
street bike. Low
- mileage, tireiTlenf- .
4431317.-95$5- --- Cali --435;
1977 FIREBIRD Formula
_Glazer blue, -blue &u-
terine, AM-FM stereo, 8
track tape, 8506 miles
753-4129.
1977 MERCU-RY
'COUGAR. Red with, red
top and white Interior.
Mr. Like new condition.
bedrooms, hardwood Call 4364216.SALE 36 MONTH • carfloors, electric heat. . .
Priced in the teem .- battery. $24.99. Willard 197$ CRANIt 1,11X. AM:
Loretta Jobs Realtors, 'Brand. Fm stereo toe. power




641 Auction Rosso, Paris, TN.
This week two big loads from St. Louis. Walnut
knock down wardrizpe, high back Victorian walnut
bed, oak.war&obe, square oak table, oak china
cabinet, slant top desk; brass fern stand with mar-
ble, dining room suite, hi-boy chest, round dining
table, piano stool, jelly press, old picturesjoak
dresser, dinner bell, hide a bed couch, lots of glass
4.-4ishes odds and ends of all kinds. This will be a good -
1973 KAWASAKI 450




SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air




TIRE SALE: Truck load,-
4 ply polyester white





+ $1.74 FET; ,c,78x13"
1.118.94 + $1.94 F3;,.
E78x14" + $230 FET-
F711x14 $21-15 + $2.44
FEW; 4178x14 or. IV
$22.38' + $2.110 FET;
H78x15" 824.23 ± 92.115
FET; L78115" $26.76, + •

















_after 5 p. m.
DRIVEWAY AND
PARKING area white-
- --rocked and graded. Rip
Raff delivered and
-placed. Free estimates.-
-- Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






Looking for an established lawn, beautiful shurbs and
quiet location! We have the home tor yea This 3
bedroom beauty come; with living room, kitchen-den,
bath, utWity and carport. Like new al thoo."*. . Priced in the
10s... for more information calt licanda at 751-86fitt or



















FREE FOUR Kitten/ wan
no tails...Call 7534664.






Olympic Attrrer'Shrspptrtg -Carrir 
SUPER LOCATION
This attractivcI), (lc-signed 4 bedroom, 2 bath
home at 1606 Sycamore, offers all conveniences '
such as family room with fireplace, central gas
heat and central air, wall to wall carpet, lovely
kitchen with built-ins, double garage and large
well landscaped lot. Priced to sell $55,000.
901 Sycomoreitreet Phorie_1S.11724.  
Member of Multiple Listings -
Guy Speen, 753-2517 LIMNS* 141114_75344.0 •





Features 'sturdy _plastic  _workbench With extruder Set complete with Fuzzy family, barber chair
and die strips to make 10 building bloCks. Includes - extruder, barber supplies, °electric" clipper.
_ pteatic_hammer, saw and pliers, and_3froz_cans,__and "hair-doir" for pIrmanants, apcIplaymat.. - 




- rush in Bellows Bush to make, fog horn sound, Features the tree Tots-a lovable little forest tem-
-se-arch fight reiirvii-aIld-fra 'wev-e-.-"Cl-Oins nest' fly w1l9 Mit. work, ati-d" olt-y-fn a- magital tree,'
otevapPii-sttdas-np;vibristeFtcAvn.--Features-roontellant---crarik-retevaftir:swing. Sli.d-Sscret-sisirWaT`








• - Real working -transmitter-end back- pack- empflt*er
speaker for your Six Million Dollar Man Action fig-
Actuailylectronically transmitsarid atnpl 1-


















Big 13" Steve...Austin. movable actiop--figure as
seen on TV. Bionic eye you can look through.
Arm with new. biopic grip lifts I-beam .(includ-
ed) and hat removable bionic module. Dressed
in red NASA jumpsuit and sneakers.
WOMAN
REG. 8.97
RES.. 9.97 Beautitel 121/4" figure modeled after the real
. _ Bioni6 -Woman, On televigiOrt.."Bionic"_ mod-
-Check--pt Joie*. Sommers' bionics with workingi.....7 ules in -rIght-qqt ancf,both _
"computer" that really gives read outs. -Arrange ear that-'"plive' just like the real Jaime. Som-
a° 
her beat-Jill:0T hair "with.-biower. brush and ..coato„ niers. Beautiful , el . eased in b1:118, turestill.
Make firiek-e4ear- water-from trough -Mi-flryL-- •
will raise her head and moo when she'sweady for
.11km:. -Scrunch. him: giretr.bili-in_9.ut1 tie  iniiit-her-tost tiker--e--feaf cow-and --ways returns-to his brielnal.shape.. shl" gives -pails of- "white-pretend
Kenner
REG. 12.9
Arch prferby of "Stretch Armstrong''. Stretch
his scaly arms, legs, body. "Stretch Monster"
always returns ta his normal shape.
R SHIFT COO ,
REG. 14.88
Shifts every ig feet. Styled after Can-Am rac-







Bakes_wittP-2 ordinarylightbulbs tnot inclu_ded..)
- COmpletery enclosed baking. cllarntseT:* Complete
' with Betty Crocker add-water mixes for -delicious
cakes and frOstings, 3 baking pans, coOkbboW. -
REG. 14.97
Set includes posable detachable
figures, 2 racing cycles,- dual
starting ramp, two tower of




Over 325 pieces-including pieces to make control
tower with radar scope and working conveyer .belt. Full hi-ti sound. 100% ,solid
Includes "cargo", miniature people, runwasy, and state. Easy to operate, .tlees
2 jet planes. 2 "D" batteries, not included:
— Bel-Air Shopping Center 
EqUel Opportunity Employer
Reserve The Right To Limff-Ouontities
REG. 14.97
REG. 12.97
Adorable .face .and mit it;-_Sofir,csuddly tatxt ,_44„..
reit* eats and drinks: -Change Ther diape ,--M0-;
Set complete with 16"  doll. diqjusuxice".  no -toxic
doll food, diaper, bottle.-
REG. 4-44
Set contains: 4 pattern gears, 15i-
transparent wheels, '2 rings,
rack, 4 eolored ball-point pens,
pack-of paper, ptasttc storage
tray, and Idea booklet.
REG. 13,97
."Turn" wheel and 'round you
go! For indoor or outdoor play.
No batteries. •
=7-;
•
•
*••-...• ••-•
